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ABSTRACT 
 

This report presents the findings of a survey conducted in the Bishnupriya community of 
Bangladesh in March 2003. Data gathered through word lists, sociolinguistic questionnaires, and 
SRTs are presented and analyzed to determine the current sociolinguistic situation. In brief, it 
was concluded that the Bishnupriya are highly bilingual in Bangla, the national language, but 
also speak their mother tongue enough to keep its vitality high and have a positive attitude 
toward their mother tongue. Still, an increased use of mother tongue literacy would strengthen its 
usefulness and vitality even more. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1. Purposes and goals 
 
The purpose of this sociolinguistic survey of Bishnupriya was to gather information that 

would be used to plan a language-development program for the Bishnupriya living in 
Bangladesh. We wanted to know how linguistically uniform the Bishnupriya language is 
throughout their community and, from a sociolinguistic point of view, whether or not 
Bishnupriya warranted literature production and literacy programs. Just as importantly, we 
wanted to know the community’s attitude toward such programs. To meet these purposes, the 
following goals were established: 

 
1. To investigate possible dialectal differences among Bishnupriya speakers 
2. To determine the Bishnupriya people’s attitudes towards their own language and towards 

other language varieties  
3. To assess the Bishnupriya community’s fluency in Bangla 
4. To assess the long-term viability of the Bishnupriya language in Bangladesh 

 
To accomplish these goals, this sociolinguistic survey of Bishnupriya was carried out in 

three interrelated parts: 1) a study of the dialects of the language, 2) a study of language use, 
attitudes, and vitality, and 3) a bilingualism study. Figure 1 gives a summary of the 
sociolinguistic methods used in this survey. 
 

Figure 1: Overview of methods. 

Study Method Brief 
description 

Focus Sample size 

Study of the 
dialects of 
the language 

Lexical 
similarity 
comparison 

A 307-item 
wordlist 

  Lexical variation among 
Bishnupriya villages 

  6 Bishnu-
priya 
villages 

Study of 
language 
use, 
attitudes, 
and vitality 

Socio-
linguistic 
question-
naire 

A 22-item 
questionnaire 

  Language preferences 
  Attitudes towards 

various language 
varieties and programs 

  Domains of language 
use 

  58 
subjects 
from 5 
villages 

Socio-
linguistic 
question-
naire 

A 5-item 
questionnaire 

  58 
subjects 
from 5 
villages 

Study of 
bilingualism 

SRT 
(Sentence 
Repetition 
Test) 

A 15-sentence 
test calibrated 
to RPE scale 1 
to 4+ 

  Perceived ability in any 
second language 

  Measured ability to 
speak Bangla 

  38 
subjects 
from 1 
village 
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1.1.1. Study of the dialects of the language 
 
A 307-item wordlist was taken at six Bishnupriya villages. These wordlists were then 

compared as a way of determining lexical similarity among Bishnupriya varieties in Bangladesh. 
See appendix B.1 for procedures for lexical similarity comparison. 
 
1.1.2. Language use, attitudes, and vitality study 

 
In order to assess the Bishnupriya people’s patterns of language use and their attitudes 

towards their own and other languages, a sociolinguistic questionnaire was used. Information 
from the questionnaire gives an indication as to whether the Bishnupriya would accept and use 
materials translated into their own languages or into another language which is highly intelligible 
with their own. The questionnaire is given in appendix C.1. 
 
1.1.3. Bilingualism study 

 
A Sentence Repetition Test (SRT) in Bangla was specifically developed to assess levels 

of bilingualism among minority language speakers in Bangladesh. Thus, it was the primary tool 
used in the survey of the Bishnupriya to study their bilingual ability in Bangla as well as patterns 
of bilingualism within the community. The Community Information Questionnaire (CIQ) and the 
sociolinguistic questionnaire were also used to gather information about the depth and breadth of 
bilingualism. See appendix E.1 for procedures for using the SRT; see appendix C.4 for the CIQ 
and appendix F for information gathered through the CIQ. 

 
1.2. Geography 
 

In Bangladesh, almost all of the Bishnupriya live in the flat farmlands of Sylhet division 
(see figure 2), mainly in Moulvibazar district. They also reside in a few villages in the other three 
districts of Sylhet division. (See figure 3 for approximate locations of the villages we visited 
during the research.) The vast majority of Bishnupriya villages are easily accessible by a 
combination of public buses and/or rickshaws, as they are quite close to main roads and towns. 

Living on flat farmland—and in Bangladesh one is never too far from a sizable river—
Bishnupriya villages are prone to the yearly flooding that afflicts most of Bangladesh. In 
Kamalganj thana of Moulvibazar district—the population and cultural center of the Bangladesh 
Bishnupriya community—the Dhala river first snakes down along the Indian border and then 
travels up through the heart of the thana, often causing bank damage and floods. 
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Figure 2: Map of Sylhet division, Bangladesh. 
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Figure 3: Map of approximate locations of Bishnupriya villages in Sylhet division. 
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1.3. History 
 
The history of the Bishnupriya, as a people and a language, is far from clear. This is not 

unusual since many groups, and particularly minority groups, lack a written record of their past. 
However, in the case of the Bishnupriya, their history is not merely unclear, it is contested. 
Making it even more thorny for us as researchers, their history—indeed even their name—is 
contested by another group with whom SIL is working in Sylhet division: the Meitei. This puts 
us in a difficult position, as there are many good people from both groups who are friends of SIL 
Bangladesh, and personal friends of ours. 

 
As both the Bishnupriya and Meitei have admitted, there are political reasons for the 

current division and disagreement. Both groups want the name Manipuri attached to their group 
as there are certain economic and political advantages to being so recognized by the Bangladesh 
government. The Bishnupriya in general don’t seem to mind sharing the Manipuri name with the 
Meitei, while there are several voices among the Meitei who reject the notion that the 
Bishnupriya should in any way be considered Manipuri. 

 
It is not our goal or task to resolve this dispute; our research was sociolinguistic in nature, 

not historical. And indeed, based on the scant written evidence, we cannot resolve the dispute. 
For this reason, we have purposely omitted the use of Manipuri, preferring simply to use the 
terms Bishnupriya and Meitei. While this does not satisfy everyone and can justly be seen as 
avoiding the issue, we feel that as language surveyors, as members of a language-development 
NGO, this middle road of not taking any side is the high road that will lead to the brightest future. 
The relevant question for us is what the Bishnupriya, and the Meitei, want and need in terms of 
language development for the future. 

 
Thus, this section, as well as the next two on the people and the language, will be 

basically presented from the Bishnupriya point of view. We will, in a sense, be letting the 
Bishnupriya speak for themselves about their history as a people and a language. While this may 
not be the usual objective reporting of facts, it will be fair in that the Meitei will be similarly 
allowed to speak for themselves in a separate report.  

 
What historians generally agree on is that the Bishnupriya came from the west to present-

day Manipur state in India long ago, bringing with them their Aryan physical features and Indo-
Aryan language. They may have come in one of the many waves of Aryan invaders to Manipur. 
According to the Bishnupriya, they were there before the Meiteis and other groups, who in turn 
came from the east and present-day Myanmar in a succession of invasions to finally drive out the 
Bishnupriya in the early eighteenth century. Bishnupriya historians point to Dr. G.A. Grierson’s 
writings in 1891 in which he found about one thousand speakers of Bishnupriya in Manipur state 
(near Bishnupur) as proof of their history as long-time inhabitants of Manipur. Though there are 
very few remaining Bishnupriya speakers in Manipur, there are reportedly some living in the 
Jiribam subdistrict (Singha, www.languageinindia.com). 

 
Depending on the source, the Bishnupriya settled in Sylhet division nearly 150–300 years 

ago, fleeing war and persecution in Manipur. Yet interestingly, a proud part of their history in 
Bangladesh is their participation in the Liberation War of 1971. 
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1.4. People 
 

One can see a bit of the Bishnupriya history in their faces, for they indeed look like they 
come from Aryan stock, but with a tinge of Mongoloid features. They are a hardworking, 
peaceful people who value hospitality highly: they were very understanding when we declined 
their offer of paan, but it was difficult to keep them from preparing tea and snacks. 

 
The Bishnupriya of Bangladesh are a predominantly agricultural people who rely on rice 

farming for much of their livelihood. There are only a few businessmen among them; as one 
Bishnupriya man put it, “We are not aggressive or cunning enough to compete in the world of 
businesses and markets.” However, there have been efforts to market their handwoven clothes 
and fabrics, and the Bishnupriya seem to recognize that to thrive in the modern world, it would 
be advantageous to expand beyond the rice paddy. 

 
Almost all of the Bishnupriya live in predominantly Bishnupriya villages, where they live 

in peaceful coexistence with other Bengalis, both Muslim and Hindu. At first glance, their 
villages look no different from other villages, but on closer inspection, one notices certain 
differences: a wall-less temple area that is the heart of any village, as well as a loom on the front 
veranda of every house. The Bishnupriya are justifiably proud of their culture as expressed in 
their handwoven clothing. Even today, the Bishnupriya men and women wear their distinctly 
colored and patterned handmade clothing, though the men seem just as comfortable in modern 
western clothing, and the younger women often wear salwar kamize. 

 
Another source of pride for the Bishnupriya is their dance and music. They recognize 

their dance and music as an important heritage, as a cultural wealth. Thus, they are active in 
promoting and performing their dance and music not only in Bangladesh, but also abroad in 
England. Not only that, they see their dance and music as a means of connecting and 
communicating with the outside world. On many occasions, the Bishnupriya use them as a 
gesture of welcome and friendship towards us. 

 
The factor that unites the Bishnupriya culture and people is their religion. One might say 

that the people, culture, and religion constitute a seamless whole. The Bishnupriya people’s 
religion can be called a sect of Hinduism, more specifically a cult of Vishnu. Though the name 
Bishnupriya comes from the god Vishnu, another principal deity is Krishna, for whom many of 
the songs and dances are performed (Singha, www.manipuri.freehomepage.com). The 
Bishnupriya do not have a caste system as in mainline Hinduism, but instead they follow a two-
tiered hierarchy consisting of the brahmin priests and all the others. Also, the Bishnupriya cannot 
marry outside their religion, even with mainline Hindus. 

 
The Bishnupriya are generally better educated than the average Bangladeshi. Almost 

everyone we talked with said they recognized the importance of education, and their actions 
match their words. Today, nearly all children go to school, with a very high percentage taking 
the secondary school certificate (SSC) examination, and their level of literacy in Bangla—for 
everyone but the very oldest members of their community—is very high. 
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In summary, it can be said that among the twenty thousand to forty thousand Bishnupriya 
living in Bangladesh, there is both a strong attachment to the traditions of the past and a deep 
desire to appropriate the trends of the present. As a minority community, the Bishnupriya seem 
to have an innate sense that both are vital for their standing in the world in the future. 

 
1.5. Language 

 
Bishnupriya can be categorized into the following language family and subclassifications: 

Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, Indo-Aryan, Eastern zone, Bengali-Assamese (Grimes 2000:393). 
Some scholars like Dr. Suniti Kumar Chatterjee have claimed that Bishnupriya is a dialect of 
Bengali, while others like Dr. Maheswar Neog and Dr. Banikanta Kakti have said that it is a 
dialect of Assamese (Singha, www.languageinindia.com). The Bishnupriya would generally 
dispute these claims, and assert that Bishnupriya is a distinct, separate language. Their advocates 
site lexical and grammatical features unique to Bishnupriya as proof (Singha, 
www.languageinindia.com). Again, resolving this dispute was not our goal. A far more rigorous 
study of Bishnupriya, as well as of Bengali and Assamese, would be required, and that is simply 
outside the scope of our research. A summary of what we found regarding the lexical similarity 
between Bangla and Bishnupriya can be found in section 2.1., but even this data is not 
conclusive because it is difficult to know what percentage of Bishnupriya words have been more 
recently borrowed from Bangla, Sylhetti, or Assamese. 

 
Currently, Bishnupriya is spoken in Manipur, Tripura, and Assam states in India, in some 

parts of Myanmar, and in Sylhet division in Bangladesh. There are only a small number of 
Bishnupriya remaining in Manipur state (in the Jiribam subdistrict) since most Bishnupriya fled 
Manipur to neighboring lands and countries in the eighteenth century. For those who remained, it 
was difficult to keep and promote their mother tongue due to the dominant influence of the 
Meitei people, culture, and language. 

 
Bishnupriya has two main dialects: 1) Rajar Gang (or king’s-village speech), and 2) 

Madoi Gang (or queen’s-village speech). What is interesting is that, in present-day Bangladesh, 
the dialects are not divided by geography, but by clan. That is, two villages that lie side-by-side 
may have different dialects, and people from the king’s village would not be allowed to marry 
those from the queen’s village. Originally, geography may have played more of a role in the 
dialect difference:  

“The Madoi Gang dialect was spoken probably in the Khangabok-
Heirok area and the Rajar Gang dialect, in the Bishnupur 
Ningthankhong area of Manipur. Morphological difference between 
the two dialects is negligible, but from the point of vocabulary, there 
are differences.” (Singha, manipuri.freeservers.com) 

Bishnupriya is primarily used for oral communication, but there is also a small, 
committed group of people who want to promote Bishnupriya in written form. In Bangladesh, 
there are literary magazines and books that are being published in Bishnupriya and, in Assam 
state, Bishnupriya is being taught in government primary schools. Also, although Bishnupriya is 
now written exclusively using the Bangla script, this wasn’t always so. According to some, 
Bishnupriya was written using the Devanagri script prior to the takeover of Manipur by the 
Meiteis. 
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W. Shaw and Raj Mohan Nath, two eminent scholars, are of the view 
that Bishnupriya with its Devanagri script had been the court 
language of Manipur and was replaced by king Khagenba [in A.D. 
1627]. R.M. Nath says "so in Manipur in spite of Devanagri scripts 
which the kala-chaias might have been using, the Meitei when they 
came into power introduced the new scripts." (Singha, manipuri.org). 

In spite of all the controversy (or perhaps because of it), it becomes all the more clear that 
the Bishnupriya people in Bangladesh value their mother tongue and see it as an important part 
of their culture and heritage. They see it as a distinguishing hallmark for the Bishnupriya people 
and a factor that unites their community to give it strength and an identity. 

 
2. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

 
2.1. Study of the dialects of the language 

 
Lexical similarity results show that, in spite of the existence of two dialects and the 

geographical separation of some villages, there is a high degree of similarity in the Bishnupriya 
spoken in Bangladesh. Either the Rajar Gang or the Madoi Gang could be chosen to be 
developed without adversely affecting the usability of materials. There may be reasons for 
choosing one variety over another (such as demographics), but concerns over comprehension 
should not be that reason. 

 
Comparing the Bishnupriya wordlist with the Bangla wordlist suggests that Bishnupriya 

is not a dialect of Bangla. However, we hesitate to make any conclusive claims since 
Bishnupriya may have adopted words from Sylhetti and Assamese over time, and these words 
could account for the lower degree of similarity. 

 
2.2. Language use, attitudes, and vitality study 

 
Mother-tongue Bishnupriya speakers consistently reported that their mother tongue is 

widely used in Bishnupriya villages. In certain domains, such as at a temple, Bangla is 
apparently used in conjunction with Bishnupriya. In spite of this mix of languages in certain 
domains, most Bishnupriya do appear to speak Bishnupriya most of the time when they are with 
other Bishnupriya speakers. 

 
Probably because Bishnupriya is widely used in Bishnupriya villages, this is seen as the 

most useful language to know in Bishnupriya villages and the language mothers should speak 
with their children. Still, Bishnupriya speakers acknowledge the need to know other languages, 
primarily Bangla. They are of mixed opinion as to whether Bishnupriya or Bangla should be the 
medium of education for young students, but they do tend to think children should speak 
Bishnupriya better. 

 
As nearly all Bishnupriya children attend Bangla-medium schools, the current trend 

appears to be that Bangla will become increasingly prevalent and important in their daily lives. 
Although Bishnupriya is reportedly being used fluently by children today, it is very possible that 
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as they become more fluent in Bangla, they will be less apt to use Bishnupriya widely. Also, an 
important percentage of the population seems to believe Bishnupriya is either being 
complemented with or replaced by Bangla. Furthermore, numbers indicate that a high literacy 
rate in Bangla is a threat to the vitality of the Bishnupriya language in Bangladesh. 

 
Possibly as a way of preserving their language and culture, Bishnupriya speakers say they 

are very interested in having their children learn to read and write in Bishnupriya. They seem to 
think this would be good for the children themselves and for the Bishnupriya community as a 
whole. Thus, while Bishnupriya speakers concede the need for Bangla, they also demonstrate a 
pride in their own language. 

 

2.3. Bilingualism study 
 
Bishnupriya speakers in Bangladesh feel they are very bilingual and even multilingual, as 

nearly all speak some Bangla and as some speak other languages, too. Testing shows that even 
those Bishnupriya speakers who are least likely to speak Bangla well could likely manage a 
routine conversation in Bangla without too much difficulty. 

 
Education is the most influential factor in a Bishnupriya speaker’s Bangla ability. 

Because most Bishnupriya people in this generation are attending school through class 10 and 
then passing their SSC exams, it is likely that future generations of Bishnupriya will be 
increasingly bilingual in Bangla. In fact, it is very likely that in another generation, the 
Bishnupriya population as a whole will have “very good” or even “excellent” proficiency in 
Bangla. 

 
3. STUDY OF THE DIALECTS OF THE LANGUAGE 

 
3.1. Procedures 

 
Comparing the vocabulary of language varieties is one way to measure the lexical 

similarity among them. During the Bishnupriya survey, lexical similarities among various 
Bishnupriya villages were calculated as a percentage of words from a 307-item list which 
resemble each other in sound and meaning (Blair 1990:28–29). In each village, a wordlist was 
gathered from one person, and sometimes checked with a second person separately. Because of 
the great similarity among most of the varieties and, more importantly, because of the ease and 
frequency with which the Bishnupriya have regular contact with those from other villages, it was 
judged that checking with a second person would not be very meaningful. Thus, a second person 
was used only to check obviously questionable, confusing, or aberrant data. 

 
The researchers transcribed the wordlists using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) 

given in appendix A. They then compared the wordlists by following the established procedures 
outlined in appendix B.1. The WordSurv© computer program designed by SIL (Wimbish 1989) 
was used to do the final lexical similarity calculations. 
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3.2. Discussion of sample 
 
Wordlists were taken at the following Bishnupriya villages in Bangladesh from speakers 

who had lived there for a number of years: Dhonitila, Gulerhaor, Machimpur, Madhapur, Soi Sri, 
and Tilakpur. 

 
These villages were first of all selected to give a geographically diverse sampling; no two 

villages are close to one another, and the villages are situated across the whole of the band of 
land where the Bishnupriya live. Furthermore, villages were chosen to make sure that the two 
main dialects of Bishnupriya—Rajar Gang (king’s-village dialect) and Madoi Gang (queen’s-
village dialect)—would be adequately represented. (Figure 3 shows how these villages are 
distributed across all four districts of Sylhet division.)  

 
Generally, only one full wordlist was taken from each site. However, where there seemed 

to be confusion over the meaning of a word or a question about the pronunciation of a word, 
those words were elicited from a second person from the village. In cases where two different 
but valid words were given by the two people, both were accepted. 
 
3.3. Results 

 
According to the lexical similarity study, each of the two dialects has a higher degree of 

lexical similarity among its own variety than with the other. This confirms what Bishnupriya 
speakers told us. This is the case even though some Madoi Gang and Rajar Gang villages are 
closer to one another than to another village of the same dialect. The results suggest that 
geographical proximity has not erased the dialectal differences, though the trend will likely be 
that those differences will decrease rather than increase. Figure 4 gives the lexical similarity 
percentage among all the villages. The letters in parentheses are the code for the village used in 
the wordlists found in appendix B.3. 

 
Figure 4: Lexical similarity percentage matrix 

     Gulerhaor (c) 
     93    Dhonitila (d) 
     93    91    Soi Sri (b) 
     91    93    90    Machimpur (e) 
     84    85    82    83    Madhapur (f) 
     83    84    82    81    88    Tilakpur (a) 
     43    42    43    45    41    42   Bangla (0) 
 
Among the Rajar Gang villages (Gulerhaor, Dhonitila, Soi Sri, and Machimpur), the 

percentage of lexical similarity ranged from 90–93%; between the two Madoi Gang villages 
(Madhapur and Tilakpur), the percentage was 88%. However, when the two dialects were 
compared to one another, the percentage of lexical similarity dropped to 81–85%. 

 
What is more telling than the fact of the drop in percentage, however, is that the 

percentage does not drop very much. A lexical similarity 0f 81% is still high and gives an 
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indication that speakers of the two dialects should be able to easily understand one another; 
interviews and observation confirm this. 

 
While Bishnupriya speakers acknowledge some differences in vocabulary between the 

two dialects, they also acknowledge that all Bishnupriya people can understand one another 
easily. When subjects were asked (on the sociolinguistic questionnaire question #1a) in which 
villages Bishnupriya people speak very differently from themselves, all but one person out of 
fifty-eight respondents replied, “none.” (And the one person could not give the name of the place 
where the very different type of Bishnupriya was spoken.) Moreover, during our many visits to 
Bishnupriya villages, we were able to witness this ease of communication across dialects. 

 
The percentage similarity between Bishnupriya and Bangla is quite uniform, ranging 

from 41–45%. While the percentage isn’t high enough to identify Bishnupriya as a dialect of 
Bangla, it does help to explain the high degree of bilingualism in the Bishnupriya community as 
well as the perception to outsiders that “Bishnupriya sounds quite similar to Bangla.” The 
percentages themselves do not explain whether the Bishnupriya language is inherently similar to 
Bangla or whether many borrowed words from Bangla have entered the Bishnupriya language. 
The fact that basic vocabulary (for example, numbers, which are less likely to be replaced by 
borrowed words) is nearly identical with Bangla suggests that there is some kind of a historical 
relationship between the two languages that goes beyond mere borrowings. However, because 
the Sylhetti dialect and Assamese were not investigated for this research, it would be fruitless to 
conjecture any further on the exact location of Bishnupriya on the Bangla-Sylhetti-Assamese 
continuum. 

 
4. LANGUAGE USE, ATTITUDES, AND VITALITY STUDY 

 
4.1. Procedures 

 
A language-use study is a method used to examine language choice. This is done by 

asking subjects which language(s) they use in various domains. Domains are everyday situations 
in which one language variety is considered more appropriate than another (Fasold 1984:183). 

 
A study of language attitudes is generally carried out in an effort to ascertain people’s 

perceptions of the different speech varieties with which they have contact. By studying how 
various languages are perceived, it is possible to determine how positive or negative people are 
towards their own language. 

 
A study of language vitality is designed to assess the probability of whether a language 

will be used by mother-tongue speakers in the future. Such an assessment is an important part of 
the recommendations of a sociolinguistic report because any recommendations regarding 
language and literature development are dependent upon the projected long-term vitality of the 
language. 

 
A sociolinguistic questionnaire was administered as a way of gathering information about 

language attitudes, use, and vitality. There were also questions concerning bilingualism and 
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dialect boundaries, the results of which are discussed in their corresponding sections. The 
questions were generally asked in Bangla. If a given subject was not fluent in Bangla, the 
questions were asked in Bishnupriya. The questionnaire is found in appendix C.1., while subject 
responses are given in appendix D. 

 
4.2. Discussion of sample 

 
The questionnaire was administered to fifty-eight subjects in five locations. The subjects 

were chosen to represent the population as a whole with regards to age, sex, and education levels. 
Among the fifty-eight subjects, thity-four were younger (defined as less than 40 years old), and 
twenty-four were 40 years old or older. Thirty-two of the subjects were male, and twenty-six 
were female. Furthermore, twenty-six subjects were educated (defined as having passed their 
SSC exams) and thirty-two subjects had not passed their SSCs and therefore were categorized at 
“uneducated.” The mother tongue of each of the fifty-eight subjects was Bishnupriya, and the 
mother tongue of each of the subjects’ fathers and mothers was also Bishnupriya. 

 
The five test locations were chosen to represent the areas within Bangladesh where 

Bishnupriya speakers live. These locations were chosen based on factors such as remoteness of 
the village and location of the village in relation to other Bishnupriya villages. All five villages 
were located in Sylhet division, one in each of Habiganj, Sunamganj, and Sylhet districts and 
two in Moulvibazar district. Two Moulvibazar district locations were chosen because this is 
where the majority of Bishnupriya speakers live. 

 
4.3. Results 

 
For all questions in the questionnaire, data will be presented for all fifty-eight subjects 

combined. Individual responses and biographical data for each subject are given in appendices D 
and G.3, respectively. 

4.3.1. Language use 
 
The questionnaire contained three questions that asked subjects which language they 

speak in a given situation. The aggregate of subjects’ answers are given in figure 5 according to 
one of four categories: Bishnupriya, Bangla, Meitei, and Sanskrit. The results are given as a 
percentage of subjects who use a particular language in each of the three situations. Because 
some subjects said they use more than one language in some situations, the percentages for two 
of the questions are greater than 100 percent.  

 
Figure 5: Language use among the Bishnupriya. 

Question Response 
What language do you use… Bishnupriya Bangla Meitei Sanskrit 

…at home? 98% - 2% - 
…with neighbors? 100% 3% - - 

…at a religious festival? 97% 24% - 2% 
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Results from the language-use questions indicate that the Bishnupriya language is widely 
used in Bishnupriya villages in Bangladesh. This is apparently true whether Bishnupriya 
speakers are conversing at home, with neighbors, or at a religious festival. 
 

Of the fifty-eight questionnaire subjects, only one said he does not use Bishnupriya at 
home. Instead, he reportedly speaks Meitei. Also, while all subjects said they speak Bishnupriya 
with their neighbors, two subjects (3%) also said they sometimes speak Bangla with neighbors. 
Both of these subjects were younger, educated men. 
 

Most interestingly, Bangla is apparently used in conjunction with Bishnupriya at religious 
festivals. Although most subjects (97%) said they speak Bishnupriya at the religious festivals, 
fourteen (24%) also said they speak Bangla at such festivals. One subject said he speaks Sanskrit 
in this situation, too. This mix of languages at religious festivals may be because many of the 
priests in these areas are Meitei. Therefore, Bishnupriya speakers may at times feel more 
comfortable speaking with them in Bangla. Also, non-Bishnupriya people attend the major 
Bishnupriya festivals out of interest. Bishnupriya speakers would have to speak with such 
visitors in Bangla. 
 

In spite of this mix of languages in certain domains, most Bishnupriya do appear to speak 
Bishnupriya most of the time when they are with other Bishnupriya speakers. 

4.3.2. Language attitudes 
 
Attitudes regarding language use 

 
Along with being asked what language they use in various situations, questionnaire 

subjects were asked their opinion about what language should be used in two different situations. 
The results from these questions are given in figure 6. As in the language use section, 
participants gave more than one answer to these two questions. Thus, the responses equal more 
than 100 percent. 

 
Figure 6: Summary of responses regarding what languages should be used. 

Question Response 
What language should be used… Bishnupriya Bangla English 

…between a mother and her children? 100% 5% - 
…as the medium in primary school? 70% 39% 4% 

 
The responses displayed in figure 6 suggest that Bishnupriya speakers feel strongly that 

Bishnupriya should be spoken between a mother and her children, although three subjects (5%) 
did say a mother should use both Bishnupriya and Bangla with her children. 

 
Respondents were not as like-minded about what language should be used as the medium 

of education in primary schools. Seventy percent of the respondents (forty subjects) said 
Bishnupriya should be the medium of education in primary school while twenty-two subjects 
(39%) said the medium should be Bangla. Also, two subjects said English should be the medium 
of education. This indicates that a few Bishnupriya speakers see an importance in teaching in 
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English, an international language, while more see an importance in teaching in Bangla, the 
national language of Bangladesh. Most, however, place importance on first teaching children in 
their mother tongue. A sum of the percentages also shows that several people think children 
should be taught in more than one language. 
 
Attitudes towards other languages 
 

In assessing people’s attitudes towards their own language, it is often helpful to assess 
their attitudes towards other languages. Two questions on the questionnaire were designed for 
this purpose. These questions and their responses are given in figures 7 and 8. 

 
Figure 7: Summary of responses to the question, “Do you think it’s okay if your children speak another 
language better than your MT?” 

Response 
Yes No 
28% 72% 
 

Figure 8: Summary of responses to the question, “What is the most useful language to know in your village?” 

Response 
Bishnupriya Bangla 

98% 2% 
 
Figure 7 shows that a significant number of subjects (28 percent) think it is okay for their 

children to speak another language better than Bishnupriya. Still, the majority of subjects (72 
percent) said this would not be okay. Furthermore, figure 8 shows that nearly all subjects (98 
percent) said Bishnupriya is the most useful language to know in their villages. These responses 
indicate an acknowledgment of the need to know other languages but also a pride in Bishnupriya 
speakers’ own language. 
 
Attitudes towards literacy classes 
 

Finally, with regards to language attitudes, two sets of questions were asked about 
literacy classes in Bishnupriya. Figure 9 displays a summary of subjects’ responses to the first 
part of each of these sets of questions. 

 
Figure 9: Summary of responses to language attitudes questions regarding literacy classes. 

Response Question 
Yes No If able 

Children’s class  100% - - 
   Pay for children 95% - 5% 
Adults’ class 78% 22% - 
   Pay for adults 96% - 4% 

 
Question key for figure 9: 

Children’s class = “If your community leaders set up a class to teach young children how to read 
and write in your MT, would you send your children?” 
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Pay for children = “Would you pay a little for such classes (for children)?” 
Adults’ class = “If your community leaders set up a class to teach adults how to read and write in 

your MT, would you go?” 
Pay for adults = “Would you pay a little for such classes (for adults)?” 

 
The responses summarized in figure 9 show strong positive attitudes towards Bishnupriya 

children learning to read and write in Bishnupriya. All subjects said they would send their 
children to such a class, and nearly all subjects (95 percent) said they would pay for their 
children to be able to attend such a class. The others (5 percent) said they would pay for such a 
class if they were able to do so. 
 

When asked if they themselves would go to a Bishnupriya literacy class, subjects’ overall 
response was slightly less positive. Forty-five subjects (78 percent) said they would go to such a 
class while thirteen subjects (22 percent) said they would not. Among the forty-five subjects who 
said they would go to an adult Bishnupriya literacy class, nearly all (96 percent) said they would 
pay for such a class. 

 
Another part of each of these two sets of questions about Bishnupriya literacy classes 

asked subjects why they had responded as they did. Figures 10 and 11 display their reasons. 
 
Figure 10: Reasons subjects gave for why they responded as they did to the question about sending their 
children to Bishnupriya literacy class. 

Response Reason 
Yes No 

To learn their MT (better) 62% - 
To help with their education 5% - 
To develop Bishnupriya (and its people) 17% - 
To retain their language, culture, traditions 14% - 
Other 7% - 
 

As figure 10 shows, the most common and obvious reason subjects gave for sending their 
children to a Bishnupriya literacy class was to learn Bishnupriya. Thirty-six subjects (62 percent) 
gave this reason while another three subjects (5 percent) mentioned that they thought this would 
help with the children’s education in general. 
 

Other common reasons had more to do with Bishnupriya society and less to do with 
education. For example, ten subjects (17 percent) said they would send their children as a way of 
developing Bishnupriya and its people. Another eight subjects (14 percent) wanted to use such a 
class as a way of retaining Bishnupriya language, culture, and traditions. This latter answer is an 
indication that at least some Bishnupriya people sense the Bishnupriya way of life is being lost or 
at least threatened. “Other” answers included “To express their feelings,” “To excite them about 
Bishnupriya,” “It's important,” and “It's their right.” 
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Figure 11: Reasons subjects gave for why they responded as they did to the question about going to an adult 
Bishnupriya literacy class. 

Response 
Reason 

Yes No 
To learn their MT (better) 62% - 
To develop Bishnupriya (and its people) 16% - 
To retain their language, culture, traditions 9% - 
To be with others, to socialize 11% - 
This isn’t important. - 31% 
Already know Bishnupriya - 23% 
No need - 15% 
Other 9% 31% 
 

As was the case with Bishnupriya classes for children, the most common reason subjects 
gave for saying they themselves would attend a Bishnupriya literacy class was to learn 
Bishnupriya. Among the forty-five subjects who said they would attend such a class, twenty-
eight subjects (62 percent) gave this reason. Again, other common reasons had more to do with 
Bishnupriya society. Seven of the forty-five subjects (16 percent) who responded positively to 
attending class said they would go as a way of developing Bishnupriya, and another four subjects 
(9 percent) said they would go in an effort to retain Bishnupriya. Interestingly, five people (11 
percemt) said they would attend class out of social interests. “Other” responses included “For the 
future of Bangladesh,” “It would be fun,” “To then teach his kids,” and “To encourage others.” 
 

Among the thirteen subjects who said they would not attend an adult Bishnupriya literacy 
class, four (31 percent) said such a class would not be important for them. Similar reasoning was 
given by another two subjects (15 percent), who said they saw no need for such. Three other 
subjects (23 percent) said they already know Bishnupriya, and one subject each gave reasons of 
being too old, too busy, having no desire, or thinking such classes wouldn't be good. 
 

All of these responses indicate that Bishnupriya speakers as a whole are very interested in 
having their children learn to read and write in Bishnupriya. They seem to think this would be 
good for the children themselves and for the Bishnupriya community as a whole. Many 
Bishnupriya adults may also be interested in attending literacy classes in their mother tongue, but 
the enthusiasm for such does not seem to be as strong as that for Bishnupriya children’s literacy 
classes. 

4.3.3. Language vitality 
 
Vitality according to children’s speech patterns 

 
In an attempt to assess whether Bishnupriya will be used by mother tongue speakers in 

future generations, questionnaire subjects were asked several language vitality questions. First 
they were asked about the languages that children speak and the ways in which they speak them. 
A summary of responses is given in figure 12. 
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Figure 12: Summary of responses to three language vitality questions. 

Response Question 
Yes No No Data 

Speak well 86% 12% 2% 
Another language better 10% 90% - 
Before school 62% 38% - 

 
Question key for figure 12: 

Speak well = “Do young people (age 10) in your village speak your language well, the way it 
ought to be spoken?” 

Another language better = “Do children in your village speak another language better than your 
language?” 

Before school = “Do many children in your village know another language before starting 
school?” 

 
The answers to each of these questions presented in figure 12 indicate that Bishnupriya 

children are still using Bishnupriya. Fifty subjects (86 percent) said Bishnupriya children speak 
Bishnupriya well, and fifty-two subjects (90 percent) said Bishnupriya children speak 
Bishnupriya as their best language. This is an indication that the Bishnupriya language is not 
being lost but instead that it is being used fluently by children today. 
 

On the other hand, a majority of subjects (62 percent) said Bishnupriya children do know 
another language before starting school. Among the subjects who were asked, all said this 
language is Bangla. As the education level of Bishnupriya youth increases, they are likely to 
learn more and more Bangla, which is the medium of education for most. Thus, although 
Bishnupriya is reportedly being used fluently by children today, it is very possible that as they 
become more fluent in Bangla, they will be less apt to use Bishnupriya widely. 

 
One other question asked specifically about the language Bishnupriya children will speak 

in the future. A summary of responses to this question is given in figure 13. 
 

Figure 13: Summary of responses to the question, “When the children in this village grow up and have 
children of their own, what language do you think those children will speak?” 

Response 
Bishnupriya Bangla Bishnupriya & Bangla Do not know 

72% 7% 19% 2% 
 
The responses in figure 13 support the conclusions drawn above. Forty-two subjects (72 

percent) did say they think the next generation of Bishnupriya children will speak Bishnupriya, 
but a significant number of subjects (7 percent) said those children will speak Bangla. 
Furthermore, eleven subjects (19 percent) said that in the future, Bishnupriya children will speak 
both Bishnupriya and Bangla. This indicates that an important percentage of the population 
believe Bishnupriya is either being complemented with or even replaced by Bangla. Again, as 
nearly all Bishnupriya children attend Bangla-medium schools, the current trend appears to be 
that Bangla will become increasingly prevalent and important in their daily lives. 
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Vitality according to literacy ability 
 

In addition to being asked about children’s speech patterns, subjects were asked about 
their own literacy abilities. Two straightforward questions were asked. Their responses are given 
in Figure 14. 
 
Figure 14: Summary of responses to questions about literacy abilities. 

Response 
Questions Yes Some Little Can read; 

can't write 
No 

Bishnupriya literate 60% 2% 9% 7% 22% 
Bangla literate 93% 0% 0% 0% 7% 

 
Question key for figure 14: 

Bishnupriya literate = “Can you read and write letters and messages in Bishnupriya?” 
Bangla literate = “Can you read and write letters and messages in Bangla?” 

 
Among the fifty-eight sociolinguistic questionnaire subjects, thirty-five (60 percent) said 

they are able to read and write in Bishnupriya while nearly all (93 percent) said they are able to 
read and write in Bangla. Also, a number of subjects qualified their answer about Bishnupriya 
literacy by saying they know “some” or “a little” or by saying they could read but not write in 
Bishnupriya. Answers regarding Bangla literacy were not qualified in such a way. This suggests 
that even those who say they are literate in Bishnupriya may not be as fluent or as comfortable in 
reading and writing Bishnupriya as they are in reading and writing Bangla. The numbers also 
suggest that such a high literacy rate in Bangla is a threat to the vitality of the Bishnupriya 
language in Bangladesh. 

4.3.4. Other aspects of language 
 
The sociolinguistic questionnaire contained questions about Bishnupriya speakers’ 

language-use patterns, their language attitudes, and the vitality of the Bishnupriya language. The 
results of these questions have been discussed in sections 4.3.1, 4.3.2, and 4.3.3. The 
questionnaire also contained several questions about Bishnupriya people’s speaking and 
comprehension abilities in other languages. The results of these questions are discussed in 
section 5, bilingualism study, along with the results of a Bangla bilingualism test that was 
administered to thirty-eight Bishnupriya speakers. 

 
There were also two dialect boundary questions in the questionnaire. The outcomes of 

these questions have been discussed in section 3, Study of the dialects of the language, along 
with a discussion of the results from wordlist comparisons. 

 
5. BILINGUALISM STUDY 

 
Bilingualism refers to the ability of an individual or an entire speech community to 

handle communication in a language other than the mother tongue. Among the Bishnupriya in 
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Bangladesh, two types of bilingualism data were collected: perceived bilingualism and measured 
Bangla bilingualism. 

 
5.1. Perceived bilingualism 

5.1.1. Procedures 
 
First, data about subjects’ perceived ability in various languages was collected. This was 

done through a series of five questions, which were administered orally as part of the 
sociolinguistic questionnaire. As mentioned in section 4, Language use, attitudes, and vitality 
study, the questions were generally asked in Bangla. If a given subject was not fluent in Bangla, 
the questions were asked in Bishnupriya. The questionnaire is found in appendix C.1. 

5.1.2. Discussion of sample 
 

The five questions that asked subjects about their perceived ability to use various 
languages were part of the sociolinguistic questionnaire discussed in section 4. Thus, the 
discussion of sample for these fifty-eight subjects is the same as is given in section 4. 

5.1.3. Results 
 

For all five questions regarding perceived bilingualism, data will be presented for all 
fifty-eight subjects combined. In addition, when responses are notably different according to a 
particular demographic factor, that will be mentioned. Individual responses and biographical data 
for each subject are given in appendices D.4 and G.3, respectively. 

 
The most basic question about perceived bilingual ability simply asked subjects what 

languages they speak. This question was followed-up with a question that asked subjects when 
they began to learn each language that they are able to speak. A summary of the responses to 
these questions is given in figure 15. 

 
Figure 15: Summary of responses to questions about what languages people speak and when they learned 
them. 

Response Question 
Bangla Hindi English Meitei Assamese none 

Languages speak 98% 29% 19% 16% 3% 2% 
Average age 
learned 

7 years old 16 years old 16 years old 15 years old 32 years old - 

 
Question key for figure 15: 

Languages speak = “Other than your MT, what languages do you speak?” 
Average age learned = “At what age did you begin to learn each?” 
 

Subjects’ responses in figure 15 indicate that nearly all Bishnupriya speakers in 
Bangladesh feel they can speak Bangla, as fifty-seven subjects (98 percent) responded in this 
way. The second most common language that Bishnupriya speakers reportedly are able to speak 
is Hindi. Seventeen subjects (29 percent) said they are able to speak this language while eleven 
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subjects (19 percent) said they can speak English. Another nine people (16 percent) said they 
speak Meitei, and two people (3 percent) said they speak Assamese. Finally, one of the subjects 
(2 percent) said she cannot speak any language other than her mother tongue. Thus, Bishnupriya 
speakers in Bangladesh feel they are very bilingual and even multilingual, as nearly all speak 
some Bangla and as some speak other languages, too. 
 

After subjects named the languages they speak, they were asked when they started to 
learn these languages. Of the fifty-seven respondents who said they speak Bangla, the average 
age at which they started to learn was 7 years. This average age is likely a reflection of the fact 
that many younger subjects learned Bangla when, or even before they started government school, 
while many older subjects learned Bangla as teenagers or adults. The average age at which 
Bangla is learned will likely decrease in the next generation. 

 
The age at which Bishnupriya speakers start to learn a second language other than Bangla 

is when they are older. They reportedly start to learn Hindi, English, and/or Meitei in their mid-
teens, and the two men who said they speak Assamese, learned this language as adults. Many 
who said they know Hindi, commented that they had learned this from watching television, and 
most of those who know some English, started learning in secondary school. Interestingly, of the 
nine subjects (16 percent) who said they speak Meitei, eight were older and only one was younger. 
It is very possible, then, that few Bishnupriya speakers in the next generation will speak Meitei. 

 
The results of these two questions indicate that Bangla is by far the most common second 

language among Bishnupriya speakers in Bangladesh. It is also the language that Bishnupriya 
speakers learn earlier than any other second language. 

 
The questionnaire subjects were also asked to name their most fluent and second most 

fluent languages. Their responses are given in figure 16. 
 

Figure 16: Summary of responses to questions about language fluency. 

Response Question 
Bishnupriya Bangla NA 

Best language 97% 3% - 
Second best 3% 95% 2% 

 
Question key for figure 16: 

Best language = “What language do you speak best?” 
Second best = “What language do you speak second best?” 
 

Answer key: 
NA = Not applicable 

 
Subjects’ responses to these two questions about language fluency indicate that most 

Bishnupriya speakers think Bishnupriya is their best language. This could mean that they are 
most fluent in speaking Bishnupriya or that they are most comfortable using Bishnupriya. Of the 
fifty-six subjects (97 percent) who said Bishnupriya is their best language, all but one said their 
second best language is Bangla. This question was not applicable to the one subject who said she 
does not speak any language other than Bishnupriya (see figure 15). 
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Two subjects (3%) did say Bangla is their best language. Both of these subjects are 
younger males who have been educated in Bangla medium through at least class 8. Also, they 
both said Bishnupriya is their second best language. 

 
Finally, after subjects named their second best language, they were then asked about their 

perceived ability in that language. Figure 17 displays a summary of responses to this question. 
 
Figure 17: Summary of responses to the question “Can you always say what you want to say in your second-
best language?” 

Response 
Yes No NA 
74% 24% 2% 

 
The question in figure 17 is an attempt to ascertain just how confident Bishnupriya 

speakers are with using a second language. A majority of subjects (74 percent) said they can 
always say what they want to say in their second-best language. This indicates that Bishnupriya 
speakers in general are pretty comfortable using a second language to communicate, at least in 
the domains in which a second language is needed. Of the fourteen subjects (24 percent) who 
said they cannot always say what they want to in their second-best language, one is one of the 
two who said Bishnupriya is his second-best language (see figure 16). Also, of these fourteen 
subjects, ten were uneducated while the other four were educated. It can be assumed, then, that 
as Bishnupriya speakers become more and more educated, they will become more and more 
fluent in and comfortable with speaking Bangla. 
 
5.2. Measured Bangla bilingualism 

5.2.1. Procedures 
 

The second type of bilingualism data that was collected was subjects’ measured ability in 
Bangla. This was done through the use of a Bangla SRT. The idea behind the SRT is basic: 
participants listen to each of fifteen carefully selected sentences one at a time and are asked to 
repeat exactly what they have heard. Each repeated sentence is then scored according to a four-
point scale (0–3), based on the participant’s ability to mimic a given sentence. The results are 
then expressed as a point total out of forty-five possible points. They are also expressed as an 
equivalent bilingualism proficiency level, or reported proficiency evaluation (RPE) level. Figure 
18 displays SRT score ranges with the equivalent RPE level for the Bangla SRT (Kim 2003). 
Appendix E.1 gives a detailed description of the RPE levels and of SRT testing, and appendix 
E.2 contains the final form of the Bangla SRT. 
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Figure 18: Score ranges on the Bangla SRT corresponding to RPE levels. 

SRT Raw 
Score Range 

 

Equivalent 
RPE level 

Summary description of 
proficiency level 

40 – 45 4+ Approaching native speaker proficiency 
34 – 39 4 Excellent proficiency 
28 – 33 3+ Very good, general proficiency 
22 – 27 3 Good, general proficiency 
15 – 21 2+ Good, basic proficiency 
9 – 14 2 Adequate, basic proficiency 
3 – 8 1+ Limited, basic proficiency 
0 – 2 1 Minimal, limited proficiency 

5.2.2. Discussion of sample 
 
SRT methodology was developed as a means of testing a target community’s level of 

bilingualism in a national language or in another language of wider communication. In this case 
the target community was Bishnupriya speakers living in Bangladesh, and the national language 
tested was Bangla. 

 
A total of thirty-eight mother-tongue Bishnupriya speakers were tested using the Bangla 

SRT. Among the thirty-eight subjects, nineteen were younger (defined as less than 40 years old), 
and nineteen subjects were 40 years old or older. Twenty of the subjects were male, and eighteen 
were female. Finally, nineteen subjects had been educated through less than class 10 or had not 
passed their SSC exams while the other nineteen subjects had achieved at least SSC pass. All 
thirty-eight SRT subjects come from Tilakpur, a relatively large Bishnupriya community in the 
heart of where Bishnupriya speakers live within Bangladesh. 

5.2.3. Results 
 

As is the case with perceived bilingual ability, measured bilingual ability also frequently 
correlates with demographic factors such as sex, age, level of education, and amount of travel. 
To adequately account for these factors, a sample of at least five people was tested for each 
combination of demographic factors being researched. This section therefore presents the 
findings both as an aggregate for all thirty-eight subjects and according to various combinations 
of age, sex, and education level. Each subject’s SRT test scores are given in appendix E.3 and 
the subjects’ biodata is in appendix G.4. 

 
The thirty-eight mother-tongue Bishnupriya speakers who took the Bangla bilingualism 

test had an average SRT score of 28.1 out of a possible 45 points. This SRT score equates to an 
RPE level 3+, described in section 5.2.1 as “very good, general proficiency.” A person who 
speaks a second language at this level is one whose vocabulary is adequate to cope with most 
situations. The speed of his speech is clearly nonnative, but he is easily understood. Furthermore, 
comprehension for someone at an RPE level 3+ is very good. Perhaps uneducated or slurred 
speech is difficult for this person to understand, but otherwise he has no need for repetition or 
rephrasing (Radloff 1991:153). Thus, the average Bishnupriya speaker in Bangladesh is able to 
communicate well in Bangla in a broad range of domains and depths of conversation. 
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Looking at the SRT data according to the three demographic factors of age, education, 
and sex shows that there are certain groups of Bishnupriya speakers who tend to be better Bangla 
speakers than other groups. Figure 19 gives statistics for each of two groups according to each of 
these three factors. It also gives the aggregate scores discussed in the previous paragraph. 
 

Figure 19: Bangla SRT results according to demographic categories. 

Age Education Sex 
Overall 

Younger Older Educated Uneducated Male Female 
N = 38 N = 19 N = 19 N = 19 N = 19 N = 20  N = 18  

SRT = 28.1  SRT = 31.7 SRT = 24.4 SRT =32.5  SRT = 23.6 SRT = 28.5 SRT = 27.6  
RPE = 3+ RPE = 3+ RPE = 3 RPE = 3+ RPE = 3 RPE = 3+ RPE = 3+ 
SD = 8.6 
r = 10–45 

SD = 16.7 
r = 12–45 

SD = 7.6 
r = 10–35 

SD = 6.1 
r = 21–45 

SD = 8.6 
r = 10–41 

SD = 7.0 
r = 17–40 

SD = 10.3 
r = 10–45 

 
N = sample size 
SRT = average SRT score 
RPE = corresponding RPE level 
SD = standard deviation 
r = range of scores 

 
The numbers in figure 19 show that within two of the demographic factors studied, there 

is a difference in the SRT scores and their corresponding RPE levels. Looking at the demographic 
factor of age as an example shows that younger subjects scored an average of 31.7 on the 45-
point SRT while the older subjects scored an average of 24.4. These scores correspond to RPE 
levels of “3+” and “3,” respectively. Thus, Bishnupriya speakers in general are becoming more 
bilingual in Bangla; however, even the older generation’s corresponding RPE level 3 is quite 
respectable, being described as “good, general proficiency.” 

 
Also, the high standard deviation among the younger group of subjects indicates a fairly 

wide variation in scores within this group. In other words, some younger subjects did very well 
on the SRT while others did relatively poorly. Among the older group of subjects, however, the 
smaller standard deviation indicates less deviation from the norm. 

 
The most significant demographic factor studied was education. Figure 19 shows that 

Bishnupriya speakers who have at least passed their SSC exams averaged an SRT score of 32.5. 
This score corresponds to an RPE level 3+, which is briefly described as “very good, general 
proficiency.” The uneducated Bishnupriya speakers, however, scored an average of only 23.6 on 
the SRT, which corresponds to an RPE level 3, described as “good, general proficiency.” In fact, 
among the thirty-eight individual SRT subjects, the eight lowest scores were of uneducated 
subjects. 

 
The Community Information Questionnaire (CIQ) data displayed in appendix F show that 

these days it is common for Bishnupriya speakers to attend school through at least class 10. 
Question 15 of the CIQ asked village leaders how many young people in their villages complete 
class 10, and most leaders answered that “most” or “almost all” do so. Thus, it can be assumed 
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that as more and more Bishnupriya speakers in Bangladesh are more and more educated, they 
will become increasingly bilingual in Bangla. 

 
The sex of a subject was not an important factor in how well he or she performed on the 

Bangla SRT. The twenty male Bishnupriya speakers who were tested averaged an SRT score of 
28.5 while the eighteen female Bishnupriya speakers who were tested averaged an SRT score of 
27.6. Both of these correspond to a low RPE level 3+, and both indicate decent bilingual ability 
in Bangla. 

 
The higher standard deviation among females does show wider variation in their Bangla 

ability. This is likely a reflection of another factor that is influencing the bilingual ability of 
Bishnupriya females. Looking at all the possible combinations of the three factors of age, 
education, and sex reveals some interesting indications. These results are given in figure 20. 

 
Figure 20: Bangla SRT results according to combinations of demographic categories. 

 Educated Uneducated 
 Younger Older Younger Older 

N = 5 N = 6 N = 4 N = 5 
SRT = 36.8 SRT = 28.8 SRT = 24.5 SRT = 23.0 

RPE = 4 RPE = 3+ RPE = 3 RPE = 3 
Male 

SD = 3.3 SD = 5.0 SD = 5.0 SD = 5.8 
N = 5 N = 3 N = 5 N = 5 

SRT = 34.4 SRT = 29.7 SRT = 29.8 SRT = 17.4 
RPE = 4 RPE = 3+ RPE = 3+ RPE = 2+ 

Female 

SD = 6.3 SD = 7.6 SD =11.5 SD = 7.3 
 
N = sample size 
SRT = average SRT score 
RPE = corresponding RPE level 
SD = standard deviation 
The three factors of age, education, and sex result in eight possible combinations. Figure 

20 shows that, among these eight possible combinations, only three older, educated females were 
tested. This is because older Bishnupriya women who have passed their SSCs are still somewhat 
rare. Conversely, only four younger, uneducated males were tested. This is because nearly all 
younger Bishnupriya males are educated through at least their SSCs. Finding younger 
Bishnupriya men who had not passed their SSCs was difficult. Because the sample sizes for 
these two groups is less than five, we cannot draw strong conclusions based on the numbers in 
those two boxes. 

 
It is not surprising that younger, educated males performed the best on the SRT with an 

average score of 36.8 (see figure 20). Conversely, those subjects who were older, uneducated 
females performed the poorest with an average SRT score of 17.4. These scores correspond to 
RPE levels “4” and “2+,” respectively. This means that the most bilingual group of Bishnupriya 
speakers can speak Bangla with “excellent proficiency.” It also means that even the least 
bilingual group of Bishnupriya speakers are able to speak Bangla with “good, basic proficiency.” 
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In other words, even those Bishnupriya speakers who are least likely to speak Bangla well could 
likely manage a routine conversation in Bangla without too much difficulty. 

 
The younger, educated females scored nearly as well as their male counterparts. With an 

average SRT score of 34.4 and an RPE level of 4, this group of Bishnupriya speakers also has 
“excellent proficiency” in Bangla. Because most young Bishnupriya speakers today are being 
educated at least through their SSC exams and because there is apparently little difference 
between males’ and females’ ability in Bangla, it is very likely that in another generation the 
Bishnupriya population as a whole will have “very good” or even “excellent” proficiency in 
Bangla. 

 
Finally, a look at how the thirty-eight individual subjects scored on the SRT shows that 

even today some Bishnupriya speakers speak Bangla basically as well as native Bangla speakers. 
The range for individual scores in given in figure 21. 

 
Figure 21: Range of individual SRT scores according to RPE level. 

RPE level SRT scores Subjects 
1 0–2 0% 

1+ 3–8 0% 
2 9–14 8% 

2+ 15–21 18% 
3 22–27 16% 

3+ 28–33 29% 
4 34–39 18% 

4+ 40–45 11% 

 
Figure 21 shows that 11 percent of the SRT subjects (four subjects) scored 40–45 points 

on the 45-point Bangla SRT. If fact, one young woman scored a perfect 45 points. Another 18 
percent (seven subjects) scored 34–39 points. This means that nearly one-third of the subjects 
had excellent proficiency in Bangla or were “approaching native speaker proficiency.” Another 
45 percent (seventeen subjects) of the subjects scored 22–33 points on the SRT, meaning that 
they were at a level “3” or “3+” in Bangla with “good” or “very good, general proficiency.” 

 
Assuming that the SRT sample is representative of all Bishnupriya speakers in 

Bangladesh, a conclusion can be made that about three-fourths of the population of Bishnupriya 
speakers are able to use Bangla with ease. Their vocabulary would be adequate, and their speech 
would be easily understandable. They would be able to understand educated speech quite well, 
and some would even be able to understand uncommon words and idioms (Radloff 1991:153). 
The remaining one-quarter of the population would have a basic command in Bangla and should 
be able to communicate about everyday topics in Bangla. 

  
The measured Bangla bilingualism testing shows, then, that the majority of Bishnupriya 

speakers in Bangladesh have a good command of Bangla. They can easily understand Bangla in 
a variety of situations, and they are generally understood by mother tongue Bangla speakers. 
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These people tend to have passed their SSC exams, and, more often than not, they are also 
younger. Because most Bishnupriya people in this generation are attending school through class 
10 and then passing their SSC exams, it is likely that future generations of Bishnupriya will be 
increasingly bilingual in Bangla. 

 
6. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
The news is quite good for the Bishnupriya: (1) The SRT shows that the community is 

highly bilingual in Bangla. (2) CIQs reveal that all children attend school, most finishing class 10, 
and also that there is relatively good access to higher education: in the five communities that 
were profiled, there was an average of more than twelve people per community who had 
completed BAs. (3) At the same time, sociolinguistic questionnaires indicate that the mother 
tongue is also presently healthy since it is still used widely and is also a source of pride for the 
Bishnupriya. All these signs indicate that the Bishnupriya face neither major language-related 
disadvantages that may keep them from functioning well in the society at large, nor a crisis in 
mother tongue vitality. It means that the education system is serving the Bishnupriya adequately, 
and that the home and community are doing their part in maintaining the mother tongue. 
 

Of course, even a positive situation can be made better. And we applaud the Bishnupriya 
for recognizing that fact, for not being satisfied or complacent with the status quo; this, too, is 
part of the good news. They understand that their children are not as fluent in Bangla as 
majority-community Bangladeshis and thus would benefit from a head start before entering 
Bangla-medium schools. At the same time, they also grasp the competing sociolinguistic law at 
work: that without education and literacy in the mother tongue, the future of the Bishnupriya 
community, for whom language is a key source of identity and unity, is at risk. While there is 
indeed widespread use of the mother tongue in most domains, there is already a free mixing of 
Bishnupriya and Bangla in their speech, to the point where some cannot even recognize what is 
Bishnupriya and what is Bangla. Coupled with the fact that there is relatively little reading and 
writing in Bishnupriya, there is cause for concern. This sentiment was expressed by many: “We 
want to know Bishnupriya better, and we want our children to know Bishnupriya better.” 
 

Thus, two clear needs emerged through the survey: 1) better preparation for Bangla-
medium school and 2) better mastery of Bishnupriya, both oral and written. To meet these two 
needs, we are not recommending two different programs or solutions, but rather one: 
Bishnupriya-medium literacy classes for children who will eventually bridge into Bangla 
literacy. Research in literacy has shown that when children learn to read first in their mother 
tongue, they will be more successful in attaining literacy in a second language. This is especially 
true where the mother tongue and the second language share the same script, which is the case 
for Bishnupriya and Bangla.  
 

We believe that if children can begin to read Bishnupriya in a Bishnupriya-medium class 
taught by Bishnupriya teachers, then not only will they be able to achieve literacy more easily 
and more enjoyably, but they will achieve literacy in Bangla more easily as well. Of course, 
teaching and reading materials need to be developed in Bishnupriya, but these materials can be 
shared in all Bishnupriya villages since the survey shows that the lexical similarity among them 
is high. It is also probable that Bishnupriya materials from India could be used to some extent. 
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There is clearly much to do for the classes to be established and be successful: teacher 
training, curriculum development, and new literature development, just to name a few. We hope 
that the Bishnupriya will stay committed to their vision of a better future, and we pledge SIL's 
partnership in this endeavor. 

 
APPENDICES 
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A. INTERNATIONAL PHONETIC ALPHABET 
(revised 1993) 
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B. WORDLISTS 
 

B.1. Procedures for counting lexical similarity 
 

A standard list of 307 vocabulary items was collected from speakers at geographically 
representative Bishnupriya villages in Bangladesh. This list is presented in appendix B.3. A 
phonetic chart presenting the transcription conventions used in this report is given in appendix A. 
 

In standard procedure, the 307 words are elicited from a person who has grown up in the 
target locality. The list then might be checked with a second speaker. Any differences in 
responses are examined in order to identify (1) incorrect responses due to misunderstanding of 
the elicitation cue, (2) loanwords offered in response to the language of elicitation when 
indigenous terms are actually still in use, and (3) terms which are simply at different places along 
the generic-specific lexical scale. Normally, a single term is recorded for each item of the 
wordlist. However, more than one term is recorded for a single item when synonymous terms are 
apparently in general use or when more than one specific term occupies the semantic area of a 
more generic item on the wordlist. 
 

The wordlists are compared to determine the extent to which the vocabulary of each pair 
of speech forms is similar. No attempt is made to identify genuine cognates based on a network 
of sound correspondences. Rather, two items are judged to be phonetically similar if at least half 
of the segments compared are the same (category 1) and of the remaining segments at least half 
are rather similar (category 2). For example, if two items of eight segments in length are 
compared, these words are judged to be similar if at least four segments are virtually the same 
and at least two more are rather similar. The criteria applied are as follows: 

Category 1 
 a. Contoid (consonant-like) segments which match exactly 
 b. Vocoid (vowel-like) segments which match exactly or differ by only   
 one articulatory feature 
 c. Phonetically similar segments (of the sort which frequently are found as  
 allophones) which are seen to correspond in at least three pairs of words 
Category 2 
 All other phonetically similar pairs of segments which are not, 
 however, supported by at least three pairs of words 
Category 3 
 a. Pairs of segments which are not phonetically similar 
 b. A segment which is matched by no segment in the 
  corresponding item 

After pairs of items on two wordlists had been determined to be phonetically similar or 
not, according to the criteria stated above, the percentage of items judged similar was calculated. 
The procedure was repeated for each pair of dialects. The pair-by-pair-counting procedure was 
greatly facilitated by the use of WordSurv©, a computer program written by SIL for this purpose. 
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Occasionally, one or more of the standard 307-lexical items were found to be so 
problematic that consistent elicitation was impossible or evaluation of similarity became 
anomalous. In those few cases, the problematic lexical items were excluded from the lexical 
similarity counts. 
 

The wordlist data and transcribed texts as included in the subsequent appendices are field 
transcriptions and have not undergone thorough phonological and grammatical analysis. 
 
B.2. Wordlist notes 
 

A few other comments about wordlist procedures are in order for this survey. Where 
there are no elicitations for a given entry, that means that the word was not used for two main 
reasons: (1) the word was judged to be confusing or imprecise to several of the informants, or (2) 
the word consistently elicited foreign borrowed words, usually from English. 
 

Wordlists are given in appendix B.3. Following each of the 307-English glosses are the 
elicitations from the wordlist collection sites. These elicitations are transcribed using the 
International Phonetic Alphabet shown in appendix A. 
 

Each elicitation is preceded by a number. For each gloss, all elicitations which have the 
same preceding number are considered to be phonetically similar and are grouped together. 
Following each elicitation is a list of one or more letters/number underlined and in brackets. 
These letters/number represent the wordlist site of that particular elicitation. The codes for these 
wordlist sites are as follows: 
 
 Code:      Wordlist site: 
    a  Tilakpur 
    b  Soi Sri 
    c  Gulerhaor 
    d  Dhonitila 
    e  Machimpur 
    f  Madhapur 
    0  Bangla 
 

If a wordlist site is not listed for a given word, this is because there was no entry for that 
particular word at that site. 
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B.3. Wordlists 
 
1  sky    
   1   aka   [0 ] 
   2   dn   [abcdef ] 
 

2  sun    
   1   udo   [0 ] 
   2   bli   [bcde ] 
   2   bni   [af ] 
 

3  moon    
   1   ad   [0 ] 
   2   dunak   [abcdef ] 
 

4  star    
   1   taa   [0abcdef ] 
 

5  cloud    
   1   mh   [0bcde ] 

   1   mhala   [af ] 
 

6  rain    
   1   bri   [0 ] 
   2   boon   [abcdef ] 
 

7  rainbow    
    1  dhonuk   [a ] 

       1  phndhonu   [ce ] 

    2  ramdhanu   [b ] 

    2  ramrdhonu   [d ] 

    2  ramordhonu   [f ] 

              3  ramdhanu   [b ] 

     3  rdhnu   [0 ] 
 

 
 

 
 
8  wind    
   1   bata   [0 ] 
   2   bou   [abcdef ]

 

 
9  lightning    
   1  bddut mkano [0 ] 
   2   dou dilkar  [acde ] 
   2   dilkar   [bf ] 
 

10  thunder    
   1   mh don   [0 ] 

   2   dou dilkar   [a ] 
   3   dn uduan   [ce ] 
   3   dn uduani   [f ] 
   3   dn udul   [d ] 
   3   uduel   [b ] 
 

11  sea    
   1   mudo   [0abcdef ] 
 

12  mountain    
   1   paha   [0 ] 
   2   taa   [abcdef ] 
 

13  water    
   1   pani   [0abcdef ] 
 

14  river    
   1   nodi   [0 ] 
   2   at   [adef ] 
   3   oa   [c ] 
   3   soa   [b ] 
 

15  soil/ground    
   1   mai   [0abcdef ] 
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16  mud    
   1   kada   [0 ] 
   2   or   [abcdef ] 

 
17  dust    
   1   dhula   [0 ] 

   1   dhuli   [abcdef ] 

 
18  stone    
   1   pathor   [ 0 ] 

   2   hil   [ abcdef ] 
 

19  sand    
   1   bali   [ 0af ] 
   2   lo   [ bcde ] 
 

20  gold    
   1   huna   [ abcdef ] 
   1   ona   [ 0 ] 
 

21  silver    
   1   rupa   [ 0abcdef ] 
 

22  today    
   1   ad   [ 0 ] 
   1   adi   [ abcdef ] 
 

23  yesterday    
   1   tokal/kalke  [ 0 ] 
   2   lakali   [ abcdf ] 
   3   kali   [ e ] 
 

24  tomorrow    
   1   aamikal   [ 0 ] 
   2   ahebokali   [ c ] 
   2   aherkali   [ bd ] 
   2   ahibokali   [ af ] 
   3   kali   [ e ] 
 

25  week    
   1   hapta   [ abcdef ] 
   1   pta   [ 0 ] 
 

26  month    
   1   ma   [ 0 ] 
   2   maha   [ abcdf ] 
   2   mahan   [ e ] 
 

27  year    
   1   bhor   [0abcdef ] 
 

28  day    
   1   dn   [ 0abcdef ] 
 

29  morning    
   1   kal   [0 ] 
   2   bian   [ abcdef ] 
 

30  noon    
   1   dupur   [ 0 ] 
   2   blitk   [ bcde ] 
   2   bnitk   [ af ] 
 

31  evening    
   1   nda   [ abcdef ] 

   1   ondha   [ 0 ] 
 

32  night    
   1   rat   [ 0 ] 
   1   rati   [ abcdef ] 
 

33  paddy rice    
   1   dhan   [ 0abcdef ] 
 

34  uncooked rice    
   1   al   [ 0 ] 
   1   on   [ af ] 
   1   or   [ bcde ] 
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35  cooked rice    
   1   bhat   [ 0abcdef ] 
 

36  wheat    
   1   m   [ 0abcdef ] 

 
37  corn    
   1   bhua   [ 0 ] 

   1   duir bat   [ de ] 
   1   duir pat   [ c ] 

   1   duii bhat [ ab ] 

   2   dukui bhat   [ f ]
 

 
38  potato    
   1   alu   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
39  cauliflower    
   1   fulkopi   [ c ] 

   1   phulkobi   [ abf ] 

   1   phulkopi   [ 0de ]
 

 
40  cabbage    
   1   badhakopi   [ 0cde ] 

   1   bandakobi   [ abf ]
 

 
41  eggplant    
   1   bun   [ 0 ] 
   1   bilo   [ af ] 
   1   bino   [ bcde ]

 

 
42  peanut    
   1   badam   [ abcdef ] 
   1   inabadam   [ 0 ]

 

 
43  tree    
   1   ah   [ 0bcde ] 

   2   lukoropa   [ af ] 
   2      rukopa   [ bcd ] 

44  branch    
   1   al   [ 0 ] 
   2   d   [ bce ] 
   3   da   [ af ] 
   4   dr   [ d ]

 

 
45  leaf    
   1   pata   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
46  thorn    
   1   kaa   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
47  root    
   1   mul   [ 0 ] 
   2   maa   [ bcdef ] 
   2   mai   [ a ]

 

 
48  bamboo    
   1   ba   [ 0 ] 
   2   baha   [ abcdef ]

 

 
49  fruit    
   1   phl   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
50  jackfruit    
   1   kahal   [ 0 ] 

   2   theipo   [ abcdef ]
 

 
51  coconut (ripe)    
   1   naikl   [ 0 ] 
   1   naikon   [ af ] 
   1   naikor   [ bcd ] 
   2   rupi   [ e ]

 

 
52  banana    
   1   kla   [ 0abcdef ]
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53  mango    
   1   am   [ 0 ] 
   2   hno   [ bc ] 
   2   hnu   [ aef ] 
   2   heinu   [ d ]

 

 
54  flower    
   1   phul   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
55  seed    
   1   bid   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
56  sugarcane    
   1   akh   [ 0 ] 

   2   mou   [ abcdef ]
 

 
57  betelnut    
   1   upai   [ 0 ] 
   2   ua   [ abcdef ]

 

 
58  lime for betelnut    
   1   unu   [ abcdef ] 
   1   un   [ 0 ]

 

 
59  liquor    
   1   md   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
60  milk    
   1   dudh   [ 0 ] 

   2   kom   [ bcde ] 
   2   kum   [ af ]

 

 
61  oil    
   1   tl   [ 0 ] 

   2   thou   [ abcdef ]
 

 
62  meat    
   1   mao   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 

63  salt    
   1   lbon  /  nun   [ 0 ] 
   1   nun   [ abcdef ]

 

 
64  onion    
   1   pad   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
65  garlic    
   1   run   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
66  red pepper    
   1   lal mo   [ 0 ] 
   2   mooki   [ abcdef ]

 

 
67  elephant    
   1   ati   [ acdef ] 
   1   hati   [ 0b ]

 

 
68  tiger    
   1   bah   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
69  bear    
   1   bhaluk   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
70  deer    
   1   hon   [ 0bde ] 
   1   o   [ acf ]

 

 
71  monkey    
   1   bador   [ a ] 
   1   bandor   [ f ] 
   1   banor   [ 0bcde ]

 

 
72  rabbit    
   1   khro   [ 0abcdef ]
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73  snake    
   1   ap   [ 0 ] 
   2   hrp   [ de ] 
   2   horp   [ abcf ]

 

 
74  crocodile    
   1   kumir   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
75  house lizard    
   1   kkka   [ af ] 
   1   kkki   [ 0bce ] 
   2   manaporom   [ de ]

 

 
76  turtle    
   1   kthop   [ 0 ] 

   2   thku   [ af ] 

   3   durbi   [ bcde ]
 

 
77  frog    
   1   bæ   [ 0af ] 
   2   krpo   [ bcde ]

 

 
78  dog    
   1   kukur   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
79  cat    
   1   bial   [ 0 ] 
   2   mhur   [ abcdef ]

 

 
80  cow    
   1   ou   [ 0 ] 
   1   uu   [ abcdef ]

 

 
81  buffalo    
   1   mohi   [ 0bcde ] 
   2   mo   [ af ]

 

 
82  horn (of buffalo)    
   1   i   [ 0 ] 
   2   h   [ abcdef ]

 

83  tail    
   1   ld   [ 0bcde ] 
   2   lnda   [ af ]

 

 
84  goat    
   1   haol   [ 0bc ] 

   2   ham  [ af ] 
   3   ai   [ de ]

 

 
85  pig    
   1   ukor   [ 0 ] 
   2   huor   [ abcdef ]

 

 
86  rat    
   1   idur   [ 0b ] 
   1   udur   [ acdef ]

 

 
87  chicken (adult female)    
   1   muuk   [ abcf ] 
   1   muri(muuk)   [ 0e ] 
   2   kuaki   [ cd ]

 

 
88  egg    
   1   im   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
89  fish    
   1   mah   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
90  duck    
   1   ha   [ 0be ] 
   2   a   [ cd ] 
   2   akoaki  [ af ] 
--koaki can mean chicken   

 
91  bird    
   1   pakhi   [ 0 ] 

   2   pahija   [ bcdef ] 

   2   pakhija   [ a ]
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92  insect    
   1   pk   [ abdef ] 
   1   poka   [ 0 ] 
   2   pkdk   [ c ]

 

 
93  cockroach    
   1   tlapoka   [ 0 ] 
   2   tnooni   [ acdef ] 
   2   troa   [ b ]

 

 
94  bee    
   1   moumahi   [ 0 ] 

   2   bmul   [ b ] 
   2   bmun   [ cd ] 
   2   bmur   [ e ] 
   3   bon   [ af ]

 

 
95  fly    
   1   mahi   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
96  spider    
   1   makora   [ 0 ] 
   2   makor   [ abcdef ]

 

 
97  ant    
   1   ppua   [ abcdef ] 
   1   pipa   [ 0 ]

 

 
98  mosquito    
   1   ma   [ 0 ] 
   1   moha   [ abcdef ]

 

 
99  head    
   1   matha   [ 0 ] 

   2   mur   [ abcdef ]
 

 
 
 
 

100  face    
   1   mukh   [ 0 ] 

   2   akta   [ af ] 

   3   meitho   [ bcde ]
 

 
101  neck    
   1   la   [ 0 ] 
   2   nar   [ af ] 
   3   ar   [ bcde ]

 

 
102  hair    
   1   ul   [ 0bcde ] 
   1   un   [ af ]

 

 
103  eye    
   1   ok   [ 0 ] 
   2   ahi   [ bcdef ] 

   2   akhi   [ a ]
 

 
104  nose    
   1   nak   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
105  ear    
   1   kan   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
106  cheek    
   1   al   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
107  chin    
   1   ibuk   [ 0 ] 

   2   khata  [ ac ] 

   3   ui   [ bcdef ]
 

 
108  mouth    
   1   muk   [ 0 ] 

   2   thota   [ abcdef ]
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109  tongue    
   1   db   [ 0 ] 
   2   du   [ abcdef ]

 

 
110  tooth    
   1   dat   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
111  elbow    
   1   konui   [ 0 ] 
   2   kohoni   [ abcdef ]

 

 
112  hand    
   1   hat   [ 0 ] 
   2   at   [ abcdef ]

 

 
113  palm    
   1   hatr tla   [ 0 ] 
   2   atoltala   [ a ] 
   2   atortalu   [ bf ] 
   2   atortaa   [ cde ]

 

 
114  finger    
   1   aur   [ 0 ] 
   1   auli   [ bcde ] 
   2   amuni   [ af ]

 

 
115  fingernail    
   1   nk   [ 0bcdef ] 
   1   nok   [ a ]

 

 
116  knee    
   1   ahu   [ abcdef ] 

   1   hau   [ 0 ]
 

 
117  foot    
   1   pd   [ 0 ] 

   2   thor pata   [ a ] 

   3   da   [ bcde ] 
   4   daor pata   [ f ]

 

 

118  bone    
   1   ha   [ 0 ] 
   2   ar   [ abcdf ] 
   3   ai   [ e ]

 

 
119  fat    
   1   orbi   [ 0abdef ] 
   2   mahu   [ c ]

 

 
120  skin    
   1   ama   [ 0ef ] 
   2   am   [ acd ] 
   3   or   [ d ] 
   3   or   [ bc ]

 

 
121  blood    
   1   rkto   [ 0 ] 
   2   rkt   [ abcdef ]

 

 
122  sweat    
   1   ham   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
123  belly    
   1   p   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
124  heart (organ)    
   1   idi   [ 0 ] 
   2   mihur   [ ac ] 

   3   thoi   [ bcdef ]
 

 
125  back    
   1   pih   [ 0 ] 

   1   pihi   [ bcdef ]
 

 
126  body    
   1   a   [ 0 ] 
   2   astaai   [ a ] 
   2   ai   [ bcdef ] 
--asta means “whole”
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127  person    
   1   lok   [ 0 ] 
   2   manu   [ abcdef ]

 

 
128  man    
   1   puu   [ 0 ] 
   2   muni   [ abcdef ]

 

 
129  woman    
   1   mohla   [ 0 ] 
   2   dla   [ abcf ] 
   2   dl   [ ce ]

 

 
130  father    
   1   baba   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
131  mother    
   1   ma   [ 0 ] 
   2   ima   [ abcdef ]

 

 
132  husband    
   1   ami   [ 0 ] 
   2   hjok   [ abcdef ]

 

 
133  wife    
   1   sti   [ 0 ] 
   2   minok   [ af ] 
   2   moilok   [ bcde ]

 

 
134  son    
   1   hl   [ 0 ] 

   2   pitok   [ af ] 
   2   putok   [ de ]

 

 
135  daughter    
 1  mj   [ 0 ] 
 2  dilok   [ adef ] 
 3  dla   [ b ] 
 3   dlasoa/niorsoa [c]

 

 

136  elder brother    
      4  dada   [ d ] 

 1   bo bhai   [ 0 ] 

 2   daordada   [ de ] 

 2   dthabjok  [ abcdf ]
 

 
137  elder sister    
   1   bo bon   [ 0 ] 
   2   daor bonok  [ cde ] 

   2   dthi bonok   [ adf ] 

   3   daor i   [ bc ]
 

 
138  younger brother    
   1   hto bhai   [ 0 ] 

   2   hurkabjok [ abdef ] 

   2   khulabjok   [ bcd ]
 

 
139  younger sister    
   1   hoto bon   [ 0 ] 

   2   hurkabonok [ abdef ] 

   2   khulibonok   [ cd ]
 

 
140  friend    
   1   bondhu   [ 0 ] 

   2   itao   [ bcdef ]
 

 
141  name    
   1   nam   [ 0 ] 
   1   na   [ abcdef ]

 

 
142  village    
   1   am   [ 0 ] 
   2   a   [ abcdef ]

 

 
143  house    
   1   bai / hr   [ 0 ] 

   1   or   [ abcdef ]
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144  door    
   1   drda   [ 0e ] 
   2   duar   [ abcdef ]

 

 
145  window    
   1   danala   [ 0 ] 

   2   khlki   [ b ] 

   2   khli   [ d ] 

   2   khlki   [ ce ] 

   2   khrki   [ af ]
 

 
146  roof    
   1   ad   [ de ] 

   1   had   [ 0af ] 

   2   hal   [ bc ]
 

 
147  wall of house    
   1   dal   [ 0bcdef ] 
   2   wal   [ a ]

 

 
148  pillow    
   1   bal   [ 0 ] 
   2   mol   [ cde ] 
   2   mon   [ af ] 
   2   mor   [ b ]

 

 
149  blanket    
   1   kmbol   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
150  ring (on finger)    
   1   ahi   [ d ] 

   1   ati   [ 0abcef ]
 

151  clothing    
   1   poak   [ 0 ] 

   2   phidt   [ abcdef ]
 

 
 
 

152  cloth    
   1   kapo   [ 0 ] 
   2   futi   [ b ] 

   2   phuti   [ acdef ]
 

 
153  medicine    
   1   oud   [ 0 ] 
   2   hdok   [ abcdef ]

 

 
154  paper    
   1   kaod   [ 0a ] 
   2      [ bcdef ]

 

 
155  needle    
   1   u   [ 0 ] 
   2   hui   [ abcdef ]

 

 
156  thread    
   1   suta   [ 0 ] 
   2   lui   [ cde ] 
   2   nui   [ abf ]

 

 
157  broom    
   1   dhau   [ 0 ] 

   2   hooni   [ abcdef ]
 

 
158  spoon (for eating)    
   1   amo   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
159  knife (to cut meat)    
   1   hui   [ 0 ] 

   2   aku   [ abcdef ]
 

 
160  hammer    
   1   atua   [ abcdef ] 
   1   hatui   [ 0 ]
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161  axe    
   1   kuhar   [ 0 ] 

   2   banuk   [ abcdef ]
 

 
162  bow    
   1   dnuk   [ b ] 

   1   dhnuk   [ 0adef ] 

   1   dunuk   [ c ]
 

 
163  arrow    
   1   tir   [ 0b ] 
   2   kar   [ acdef ]

 

 
164  spear    
   1   bra   [ 0 ] 

   2   datha   [ af ] 

   2   dathi   [ bcde ]
 

 
165  fire    
   1   aun   [ 0 ] 
   2   di   [ abcdef ]

 

 
166  ashes    
   1   ali   [ a ] 
   1   sali   [ f ] 

   1   hai   [ 0 ] 

   1   hali   [ bcde ]
 

 
167  smoke    
   1   dhoa   [ 0 ] 

   1   dhuma   [ abcdef ]
 

 
168  candle    
   1   mombati   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
169  boat    
   1   nouka   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 

170  road    
   1   asta   [ 0 ] 
   2   ook   [ abcdef ]

 

 
171  path    
   1   pt   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
172  to go    
   1   daa   [ b ] 
   1   dana   [ acdef ] 
   1   dawa   [ 0 ]

 

 
173  to come    
   1   aa   [ 0 ] 
   2   ahani     [ acdef ] 
   2   ahitaa   [ b ]

 

   --root is aha 
 
174  to stand    
   1   daano   [ 0 ] 
   2   uba   [ b ] 
   2   ubani   [ def ] 
   2   ubaona   [ a ] 
   2   ubaoni   [ c ]

 

 
175  to sit    
   1   b   [ b ] 
   1   bhani   [ acdef ] 
   1   ba   [ 0 ] 
    --root is the same

 

 
176  to lie down    
   1   oa   [ 0 ] 
   2   hlandia   [ a ] 
   3   por   [ b ] 
   4   katia   [ c ]

 

 
177  to walk    
   1   aani   [ abcdef ] 
   1   haa   [ 0 ]
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178  to fly    
   1   oa   [ 0 ] 
   1   urani   [ e ] 

   2   phordani   [ bd ] 

   2   phurdani   [ cf ] 

   2   phutdani   [ a ]
 

 
179  to enter    
   1   hoka   [ 0 ] 

   2   hmani   [ abcdef ] 
 
180  to kick    

  1  thomdani   [ a ] 

      1  thodani   [ cd ] 

      2  uani     [ c ] 

 3   lahani   [ b ] 

 4   lahi maa   [ 0 ] 

 5   dadal   [ e ] 
 5   dandal   [ d ]

 

 
181  to swim    
   1   atar kaa   [ 0 ] 
   2   hatuani   [ abcdef ]

 

 
182  to see    
   1   dækha   [ 0 ] 

   1   dhani   [ cdef ] 

   1   dkhani   [ a ] 

   2   ana   [ b ]
 

 
183  to hear    
   1   hunani   [ abcdef ] 
   1   ona   [ 0 ]

 

 
184  to wait    
   1   pkkha ka   [ 0 ] 

   2   baani   [ abcdef ]
 

185  to cry    
   1   kadani   [ abcdef ] 
   1   kada   [ 0 ]

 

 
186  to cook    
   1   ranna ka   [ 0 ] 
   2   hidani   [ af ] 
   3   radani   [ cde ] 
   3   radiri   [ be ]

 

 
187  to boil (water)    
   3  okorani    [ a ] 
       4  topta    [ b ]  

 1   iddho ka   [ 0 ] 

 2   uhana   [ cdef ]
 

 
188  to eat    
   1   khana   [ abcdef ] 

   1   khawa   [ 0 ]
 

 
189  to drink    
   1   pani khawa   [ 0 ] 

   2   pani pna   [ b ] 
   2   pani pina   [ acdef ]

 

 
190  to sing    
   1   an awa   [ 0 ] 
   2   la    [ b ] 
   2   la dna   [ acdef ] 
  --la means son 
 
191  to bite    
   1   kamarani   [ abcdef ] 
   1   kamano   [ 0 ]

 

 
192  to laugh    
   1   haa   [ 0 ] 
   2   ahani   [ abcdef ]
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193  to speak    
   1   bla   [ 0 ] 
   2   matani   [ abcdef ] 
   3   totarani   [ e ]

 

 
194  to tell    
 
195  to know    
   1   dana   [ 0 ] 
   2   harpani   [ abcdef ]

 

 
196  to forget    
   1   bhul dawa   [ 0 ] 

   2   pahuani   [ abcdef ]
 

 
197  to sleep    
   1   humani   [ af ] 

   1   humano   [ 0 ] 

   2   humdani   [ d ] 

   2   umdoui   [ e ] 
   2   undani   [ bc ]

 

 
198  to dream    
   1   pno dækha   [ 0 ] 

   2   hpon dhani   [ de ] 

   2   hpon dkhani  [ ab ] 

   2   hopon dhani   [ c ]
 

 
199  to do/make    
   1   ka   [ 0 ]

 

 
200  to work    
   1   kad ka   [ 0 ] 
   2   kam kani  [ abcdef ]

 

 
 
 
 

201  to play    
   1   khla   [ 0 ] 

   1   khlani   [ acdef ] 

   1   khltaa   [ b ]
 

 
202  to dance    
   1   naani   [ cdef ] 
   1   nasani   [ b ] 
   1   naa   [ 0 ] 
   1   naani   [ a ]

 

 
203  to throw    
   1   hoa   [ 0 ] 

   2   udani    [ a ] 
   3   uadna   [ bcde ] 
   4   itadna   [ e ] 
   5   bidani   [ f ]

 

 
204  to lift    
   1   tola   [ 0 ] 
   1   tulani   [ acdef ] 
   2   tur   [ b ]

 

 
205  to push    
   1   dhakka dwa   [ 0 ] 

   2   thelani   [ abcdef ]
 

 
206  to pull    
   1   ana   [ 0 ] 
   2   aulani   [ cd ] 
   2   asulani   [ e ] 
   2   iulani   [ af ] 
   3   asur   [ b ]

 

 
207  to tie    
   1   badhani   [ abcdef ] 

   1   badha   [ 0 ]
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208  to wipe    
   1   moha   [ 0 ] 

   1   mohani   [ af ] 

   1   puhani   [ bcd ] 

   2   pusani   [ e ] 

   2   puhani   [ bcd ]
 

 
209  to weave (on loom)    
   1   tat bona   [ 0 ] 
   1   tat bulani   [ a ] 

   2   phuti bunani [ bcde ] 

   3   b bulani   [ f ]
 

210  to sew    
   1   lai ka   [ 0 ] 
   2   hijani   [ bce ] 
   2   hiani   [ af ] 

   3   phuti hina   [ d ]
 

 
211  to wash (face/hand)    
   1   dhoa   [ 0 ] 

   1   dhoa   [ b ] 

   1   dhona   [ acdef ]
 

 
212  to take bath    
   1   osol ka   [ 0 ] 
   2   hinani   [ abcdef ]

 

 
213  to cut something    
   1   kapani   [ abcdef ] 
   1   kaa   [ 0 ]

 

 
214  to burn    
   1   poano   [ 0 ] 
   1   puani   [ abcdef ]

 

 
 
 

215  to buy    
   1   kena   [ 0 ] 
   2   loa   [ b ] 
   2   lona   [ acdef ]

 

 
216  to sell    
   1   biki ka   [ 0 ] 
   2   bda   [ b ] 
   2   bsani   [ e ] 
   2   bani   [ af ] 

   2   bhani   [ cd ]
 

 
217  to steal    
   1   or koani [ abcdef ] 
   1   ui ka   [ 0 ]

 

 
218  to lie, fib    
 
219  to take    
   1   na   [ 0 ] 
   1   na   [ b ] 
   1   nna   [ acdef ]

 

 
220  to give    
   1   da   [ 0 ] 
   1   da   [ b ] 
   1   dna   [ acdef ]

 

 
221  to kill    
 
222  to die    
 
223  to love    
   1   bhalobaa   [ 0 ] 

   2   bahanapaoi   [ af ] 
   3   bahapani   [ bcde ] 
   3   banapaoi   [ e ]
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224  to hate    
   1   hina ka   [ 0 ] 

   2   alipani   [ bcde ] 
   2   alipaoi   [ af ]

 

 
225  one    
   1   ek   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
226  two    
   1   dui   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
227  three    
   1   tn   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
228  four    
   1   ar   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
229  five    
   1   pa   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
230  six    
   1   hi   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
231  seven    
   1   hat   [ abcdef ] 
   1   at   [ 0 ]

 

 
232  eight    
   1   a   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
233  nine    
   1   ni   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
234  ten    
   1   d   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
235  eleven    
   1   æao   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
 

236  twelve    
   1   bao   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
237  twenty    
   1   bi   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
238  hundred    
   1      [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
239  thousand    
   1   hadar   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
240  few    
   1   kjk   [ 0 ] 
   2   kotoo   [ abcdef ]

 

 
241  some    
      1   khu   [ 0 ] 

      2   khani   [ abdef ] 

      2     khanipaa/ulipaa [ c ]
 

 
242  many    
 1   nk   [ 0 ] 
 2   aboka   [ af ] 
 3   jiampaa   [ e ] 
 3   niampaa   [ bcde ]

 

 
243  all    
 1   b   [ 0 ] 
 2   habbi   [ abcdef ]

 

 
244  big    
 1   bo   [ 0 ] 
 2   daor   [ abcdef ]

 

 
245  small    
 1   hoto   [ 0 ] 

 2   hurka   [ abcdef ]
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246  long    
   1   lmba   [ 0 ] 
   2   dor   [ abcdef ]

 

 
247  short (length)    
   1   khao   [ 0 ] 

   2   hurka   [ a ] 
   3   bai   [ bcdef ]

 

 
248  heavy    
   1   bhai   [ 0 ] 

   2   boi   [ f ] 
   2   boi   [ bcde ] 
   2   budi   [ a ]

 

 
249  light (not heavy)    
   1   halka   [ 0 ] 
   2   patol   [ abcdef ]

 

 
250  fat    
   1   moa   [ 0e ] 

   2   phulani   [ af ] 

   3   aa   [ cd ]
 

 
251  thin    
   1   ikon   [ 0e ] 
   2   huka   [ b ] 
   2   hukana   [ af ] 
   3   solos   [ cde ]

 

 
252  wide, broad    
      3  daor   [ ade ] 
      4  dor    [ b ] 
 1   a   [ 0 ] 
 2   pta   [ cf ] 

 
 
 
 
 

253  narrow    
      3  hukka   [ b ] 
      3  hurka    [ c ] 
 1   u   [ 0 ] 
 2   ipa   [ def ]

 

 
254  deep    
 1   obhir   [ 0 ] 

   2   limu   [ af ] 
 3   lu   [ bcde ] 

 
255  shallow    
      1   nmnai   [ a ] 

      2   obhir   [ 0 ] 

      3   ka   [ b ] 

      4   has   [ de ]
 

 
256  full (cup)    
 1   purno   [ 0 ] 
 2   budani   [ af ] 
 2   budes   [ bcde ]

 

 
257  empty (cup)    
 1   khali   [ 0 ] 

 2   hudala   [ bcdef ]
 

 
258  hungry    
 
259  thirsty    
 
260  sweet    
 1   mii   [ 0 ] 

 2   thum   [ abcdef ]
 

 
261  sour    
 1   k   [ 0 ] 
 2   oha   [ bcde ] 

 2   okha   [ af ]
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262  bitter    
   1   tita   [ 0abcdef ]

 

 
263  spicy, hot    
   1   dalluih   [ a ] 

   1   dalona   [ f ] 
   1   dalos    [ bcde ] 

   1   dhal   [ 0 ] 

--root is the same
 

 
264  ripe    
   1   paka   [ 0 ] 
   2   moda   [ cf ] 
   2   mods   [ bde ] 

   2   modih   [ a ]
 

 
265  rotten (fruit)    
   1   pa   [ f ] 
   1   pa   [ 0 ] 
   1   ps   [ bcde ] 

   1   poih   [ a ]
 

 
266  fast    
   1   taatai   [ 0 ] 
   2   alakko [ abcdef ]

 

 
267  slow    
   1   dhi dhi   [ o ] 

   2   tapko tapko   [ cde ] 
   2   tapkor   [ b ] 
   2   tappo   [ af ] 
   3   lai lai   [ e ]

 

 
268  same    
   1   aki   [ c ] 
   1   ki   [ 0e ] 

   2   akhan   [ af ]
 

 
 

269  different    
   1   bhinno   [ 0 ] 

   2   toalih   [ a ] 

   3   khei khei   [ bcdef ]
 

 
270  dry    
   1   ukna   [ 0 ] 
   2   hukana   [ cdef ] 
   2   hukani   [ abf ]

 

 
271  wet    
   1   bhida   [ 0 ] 

   2   ta   [ cdef ] 
   2   ts   [ b ] 

   2   tih   [ a ]
 

 
272  hot (weather)    
   1   om   [ 0e ] 
   2   okoal   [ c ] 
   2   okoani   [ af ] 
   2   sokol   [ bd ]

 

 
273  cold (weather)    
   1   hana   [ 0 ] 

   2   dar    [ abcdef ] 
   3   ios    [ ce ]

 

 
274  good    
   1   bhalo   [ 0 ] 

   2   hoba   [ abcf ] 
   2   hba   [ de ]

 

 
275  bad    
   1   khaap   [ 0 ] 

   2   akti  [ bcdef ]
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276  new    
   1   notun   [ 0 ] 
   2   nua   [ abcdef ]

 

 
277  old    
   1   puan   [ b ] 
   1   puana   [ def ] 
   1   puano   [ 0c ] 
   2   punna   [ a ]

 

 
278  broken    
   1   bhaa   [ 0 ] 

   2   baani   [ af ] 
   2   bas   [ bcde ]

 

 
279  above    
   1   upoe   [ 0 ] 
   2   od   [ bcdef ] 

   2   oskhat   [ a ]
 

 
280  below    
   1   ni   [ 0 ] 
   2   tol   [ bcdef ]

 

 
281  far    
   1   du   [ 0 ] 
   1   duihan   [ a ] 
   1   dureit   [ bcdef ]

 

 
282  near    
   1   kah   [ 0 ] 

   2   kadahat   [ a ] 
   2   kadat   [ bcde ]

 

 
283  right    
   1   an   [ 0 ] 
   2   bat   [ abcdef ]

 

 
 
 

284  left    
   1   bam   [ 0 ] 
   2   ba   [ bcde ] 
   2   bi   [ af ]

 

 
285  black    
   1   kala   [ abcdef ] 
   1   kalo   [ 0 ]

 

 
286  white    
   1   ada   [ 0 ] 
   2   dola   [ abcdef ]

 

 
287  red    
   1   lal   [ 0 ] 
   2   raa   [ abcdef ]

 

 
288  green    
   1   obud   [ 0 ] 
   2   tnnua   [ abcdef ] 
   3   arn   [ e ]

 

 
289  yellow    
   1   holud   [ 0 ] 
   2   andi   [ bcdef ] 
   2   ondi   [ af ] 
   3   ondi   [ a ] 
   3   ordi   [ de ]

 

 
290  when (near future)    
   1   kkhon   [ 0 ] 

   2   kumbaa   [ ce ] 
   2   kumbaka   [ d ] 
   2   kumpaa   [ af ] 
   2   kumpaka   [ b ]

 

 
291  where    
   1   kothai   [ 0 ] 

   2   kora   [ abcdf ] 
   3   kumpeit    [ bcde ]
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292  who    
   1   k   [ 0 ] 
   2   kuo   [ abcdef ]

 

 
293  what    
   1   ki   [ 0 ] 
   1   kio   [ acf ] 
   1   kita   [ bcde ]

 

 
294  how many    
   1   kia   [ 0 ] 
   2   koio   [ abcdef ]

 

 
295  this thing    
   1   ea   [ 0 ] 
   2   ao   [ bcd ] 
   2   ao   [ a ] 
   2   o   [ ef ]

 

 
296  that thing    
   1   oa   [ 0 ] 
   2   ooro   [ a ] 
   3   oo   [ cdf ] 
   3   uo   [ e ]

 

297  these things    
   1   ulo   [ 0 ] 
   3   i   [ e ] 
   4   ahabbi   [ f ]

 

 
298  those things    
   1   oulo   [ 0 ] 
   2   oa   [ a ] 
   2   oua   [ c ] 
   2   ua   [ bde ] 
   3   ui   [ e ] 
   4   oahabbi   [ f ]

 

 
 
 
 
 

299  1s    
   1   ami   [ 0 ] 
   2   mi   [ abcdef ]

 

 
300  2s (familiar)    
   1   tumi   [ 0 ] 
   2   ti   [ abcdef ]

 

 
301  2s (honorific)    
 
302  3s (generic/male)    
   1      [ 0 ] 
   2   oo   [ acf ] 
   2   uo   [ bde ]

 

 
303  3s (female)    

 
304  1p    
   1   ama   [ 0 ] 
   2   ami   [ e ] 
   2   amihabbi   [ abcdf ] 
   --root is the same (habbi means all)

 

 
305  2p (familiar)    
   1   toma   [ 0 ] 
   2   tumi   [ e ] 
   2   tumihabbi   [ abcdf ]

 

 
306  2p (honorific)    
 
307  3p    
   1   taa   [ 0 ] 
   2   tanu    [ de ] 
   2   tanuhabbi  [ bc ] 
   3   tai   [ af ] 
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C. QUESTIONNAIRES 
 

C.1. Sociolinguistic questionnaire 
 
1a. In which villages do the people speak very differently from you, so that you have trouble understanding them? 

1K. †Kvb †Kvb MÖv‡gi †jv‡Kiv Avcbvi fvlv †_‡K m¤c~Y© wfbœZi fvlvq K_v e‡j †hUv eyS‡Z Avcbvi  Kó n
q? 

 
1b. When you go to these villages, what language do you use?  

1L. GB mKj MÖvg¸‡jv‡Z wM‡q Avcwb †Kvb fvlv e¨envi K‡ib? 

 
2a. Do many children in your village know another language before starting school? 

2K. ¯‹z‡j hvevi Av‡MB wK Avcbvi MÖv‡gi A‡bK wkïiv gvZ…fvlv Qvov Ab¨ fvlv Rv‡b? 

 
2b. If yes, which one(s)? 

2L. hw` n üv, Zvn‡j †Kvb fvlvwU? 
 
3. Do young people (age 10) in your village speak your language well, the way it ought to be spoken? 

3. Avcbvi MÖv‡gi `k eQ‡ii eqmx wkïiv wK †hgb K‡i ejv DwPZ †Zgb K‡i Avcbvv‡`i gvZ…fvlv mwVKfv‡
e ej‡Z cv‡i? 

 
4. Do children in your village speak another language better than your language? 

4. Avcbvi MÖv‡g wkïiv wK Avcbvi fvlvi PvB‡ZI Ab¨ †Kvb fvlv †ekx fvj K‡i ej‡Z cv‡i? 

 
5. When the children in this village grow up and have children of their own, what language do you think those 

children will speak? 

5. GB MÖv‡gi wkïiv eo n‡q hLb wcZv-gvZv n‡e, Avcwb wK g‡b K‡ib Zv‡`i †Q‡j-†g‡qiv †Kvb fvlvq K_
v ej‡e? 

 
6. In each of the following places and activities, what language do you use most of the time? 

6. wb‡gœ ewY©Z ’̄vb Ges Kvh©µ‡g, †ekxifvM mg‡q Avcbviv †Kvb fvlvwU e¨envi K‡ib? 
6a. At home 

6K. evox‡Z 
6b. At a religious festival 

6L. ag©xq Abyóv‡b 
6c. With neighbors 

6M. Avcbvi cÖwZ‡ekxi mv‡_ 
 
7a. Other than your MT, what languages do you speak? 

7K. Avcbvi gvZ…fvlv Qvov †Kvb †Kvb fvlvq Avcwb K_v e‡jb? 
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7b. At what age did you begin to learn each? 

7L. †Kvb eq‡m Avcwb GB fvlv¸‡jv wk‡L‡Qb? 

 
8. What language do you speak best? 

8. †Kvb fvlvwU Avcwb me‡P‡q fv‡jv ej‡Z cv‡ib? 
 
9. What language do you speak second best?  

9. †Kvb fvlvwU Avcwb wØZxq fv‡jv ej‡Z cv‡ib? 
 
10. Can you always say what you want to say in your second-best language? 

10. Avcwb wØZxq †h fvlvwU fv‡jv ej‡Z cv‡ib †mB fvlv‡Z wK memgq hv ej‡Z Pvb ZvB ej‡Z cv‡ib? 
 
11. What language should a mother in your language group speak to her children? 

11. Avcbvi fvlvfvlx gv‡q‡`i Zv‡`i wkï‡`i mv‡_ †Kvb fvlvq K_v ejv DwPZ e‡j Avcwb g‡b K‡ib? 
 
12. Do you think it’s okay if your children speak other languages better than your MT? 

12.  Avcbvi Kv‡Q wK GUv fvj jvM‡e hw` Avcbvi wkïiv Avcbvi gvZ…fvlv Qvov Ab¨ fvlv AviI        fvj
fv‡e ej‡Z cv‡i? 

 
13. What is the most useful language to know in your village? 

13. Avcbvi MÖv‡g †Kvb fvlvwU me‡P‡q †ekx Kv‡R jv‡M? 
 
14.What language should be used as the medium of education in primary school? 

14.  wk¶vi gva¨g wn‡m‡e cÖv_wgK ¯‹z‡j †Kvb fvlvwU e¨envi Kiv DwPZ? 
 
15. Can you read and write letters and messages in your MT? 

15. Avcwb wK Avcbvi gvZ…fvlvq wPwV Ges evZv©mgyn co‡Z I wjL‡Z cv‡ib?  
 
16. Can you read and write letters and messages in Bangla? 

16.  Avcwb wK evsjvfvlvq wPwV Ges evZv©mgyn co‡Z I wjL‡Z cv‡ib? 
 
17a. If your community leaders set up a class to teach young children how to read and write in your MT, would you 

send your children? 

17K. hw` Avcbvi MÖv‡gi †bZ„̄ ’vbxq e¨w³iv Avcbvi gvZ…fvlv wk¶vi Rb¨ ¯‹zj cÖwZôv K‡ib, Avcwb wK 

Avcbvi wkï‡`i †mLv‡b cvVv‡eb? 
 
17b. Why or why not? 

17L. †Kb ev †Kb bv?  
 
17c. Would you pay a little for such classes? 

17M. GB iKg K¬v‡mi Rb¨ Avcwb wK wKQy LiP Ki‡eb? 
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18a. If your community leaders set up a class to teach adults how to read and write in your MT, would you go? 

18K. hw` Avcbvi MÖv‡gi †bZ„̄ ’vbxq e¨w³iv Avcbvi gvZ…fvlv wk¶vi Rb¨ ¯‹zj cÖwZôv K‡ib, Avcwb wK  
hv‡eb? 

 
18b. Why or why not? 

18L. †Kb ev †Kb bv? 
 
18c. Would you pay a little for such classes? 
18M. GB iKg K¬v‡mi Rb¨ Avcwb wK wKQy LiP Ki‡eb? 

 
C.2. Post-HTT questionnaire 
 
1. Where do you think the person who told this story is from? 
 
2. Is the speech good?  If not, what is not good about it? 
 
3. Is this the way people in your village speak? 
 
4. Did you hear any mixing with another language?  If yes, which one(s)? 

 
C.3. Subject biodata questionnaire 
 
Number of interview: 

mv¶vrKv‡ii µwgK bs: 
Date of interview: 

mv¶vrKv‡ii ZvwiL: 
Location of interview: 

mv¶vrKv‡ii ’̄vb: 
1. What is your name? 

1. Avcbvi bvg wK? 
 

2. How old are you? 

2. Avcbvi eqm KZ? 

 
3. Sex of interviewee: 

3. DËi`vZvi wj½ cwiPq 
 
4. Up to what standard have you studied? 

4. Avcwb †Kvb †kªYx ch©šZ cov‡jLv K‡i‡Qb? 
 
5. What is the name of the village you are now living in? 

5. Avcwb †h MÖv‡g evm K‡ib Zvi bvg wK? 
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6. What do you call your mother language? 

6. Avcbvi gvZ„fvlvi bvg wK? 

 
7a. What is your mother’s mother tongue? 

7K. Avcbvi gvZvi gvZ…fvlv wK? 
 
7b. What is your father’s mother tongue? 

7L. Avcbvi wcZvi gvZ…fvlv wK? 
 
8. Where else have you lived and for how long? 

8. Gi Av‡M Avcwb Ab¨ †Kv_vq emevm K‡i‡Qb?  KZw`‡bi Rb¨? 

 
C.4. Community Information Questionnaire 
 
Name of village: 

MÖv‡gi bvg: 
Transportation to village: 

hvZvq‡Zi gva¨g: 
 
1. What is the location of your village by thana and district? 

1. Avcbvi MÖvgwU ‡Kvb _vbvq I ‡Kvb †Rjvq Aew¯’Z ? 

 
2. How many people and families live in this village? 

2.GB MÖvgwUi RbmsL¨v KZ †jvK I KZwU cwievi emevm K‡i? 

 
3. What religions are followed here? 

3. GLv‡bi †ekxi fvM †jvK wK ag© cvjb K‡i? 

 
4. Which languages are spoken as mother tongues in your village? 

4. gvZ…fvlv wn‡m‡e †Kvb fvlvwU Avcbvi MÖv‡gi ‡jvKRb e¨envi K‡i? 

 
5. What jobs do people in your village do? 

5. Avcbvi MÖv‡gi ‡jvKRb mvaviYZ †Kvb ai‡Yi KvR K‡i? 

 
6. Where is the nearest post office? 

6. me‡P‡q Kv‡Qi †cv÷ AwdmwU †Kv_vq Aew ’̄Z? 
 
7a. Can you make TNT calls from your village? 

7K.  Avcbvi MÖvg †_‡K wK Avcwb wUGbwU †dvb Ki‡Z cv‡ib? 

 
7b. Can you make mobile calls from your village? 

7L.  Avcbvi MÖvg †_‡K wK Avcwb †gvevBj †dvb Ki‡Z cv‡ib? 
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7c. If not, where is the nearest place you can make phone calls? 

7M. hw` bv cv‡ib, me‡P‡q Kv‡Qi †Kvb RvqMv †_‡K Avcwb †dvb Ki‡Z cv‡ib? 

 
8a. Where is the nearest hospital?   

8K. me‡P‡q Kv‡Qi nvmcvZvjwU †Kv_vq? 

 
8b. Where is the nearest clinic? 

8K. me‡P‡q Kv‡Qi wK¬wbKwU (ev wPwKrmv ‡K›`ª) †Kv_vq? 

 
9a. Are there government schools in your village? 

9K. Avcbvi MÖv‡g wK miKvix ¯‹zj Av‡Q? 

 
9b. If yes, what kinds? 

9L. hw` _v‡K †mwU wK ai‡Yi? 

 
10. Are there any other types of schools or non-formal educational institutions in your village? 

10. MÖv‡g wK Ab¨ †Kvb ai‡Yi ¯‹zj A_ev DcvbyôvwbK wk¶v cÖwZôvb Av‡Q? 

 
11. How many children in your village go to school? (all, most, half, few) 

11. Avcbvi MÖv‡g KZ msL¨K wkïiv ¯‹z‡j hvq?  (mevB, †ekxifvM, A‡a©KmsL¨K, AímsL¨K) 
 
12. How many girls in your village go to school? (all, most, half, few) 

12. Avcbvi MÖv‡g KZ msL¨K †g‡qiv ¯‹z‡j hvq?  (mevB, †ekxifvM, A‡a©KmsL¨K, AímsL¨K) 

 
13. At which standard do most children in your village stop going to school? 

13. Avcbvi MÖv‡g †Kvb †kªYx ch©šZ cov‡jLv †k‡l †ekxifvM wkïiv ¯‹z‡j hvIqv eÜ K‡i †`q? 
 
14. In your village, how many students who begin school end up finishing 5th standard? (all, most, half, few) 

14. Avcbvi MÖv‡g hviv ¯‹zj ïiy K‡i Zv‡`i g‡a¨ KZRb cÂg †kªYx ‡kl K‡i?  (mevB, †ekxifvM,  A‡a©Kms
L¨K, AímsL¨K) 

 
15. In your village, how many students who begin school end up finishing 10th standard? (all, most, half, few) 

15. Avcbvi MÖv‡g hviv ¯‹zj ïiy K‡i Zv‡`i g‡a¨ KZRb `kg †kªYx ‡kl K‡i?  (mevB, †ekxifvM,   A‡a©Kms
L¨K, AímsL¨K) 

 
16. How many people in your village have completed BA or higher? 

16. Avcbv‡i MÖv‡gi KZ msL¨K gvbyl we.G. A_ev Zvi †P‡q DPPZi wWMÖx jvf K‡i‡Q? 

 
17. Do you have electricity in your village? 

17. Avcbvi MÖv‡g wK we ÿ̀ r Av‡Q? 
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18. What is your water source? 

18.  Avcbvi MÖv‡g cvwbi Drm wK? 
 
19a. Do you listen to radio programs? 

19K. Avcwb wK †iwWI †kv‡bb? 

 
19b. In what language(s)? 

19L. †Kvb †Kvb fvlvq? 

 
20a. Do you watch TV programs? 

20K. Avcb wK wUwf †`‡Lb? 

 
20b. In what language(s)? 

20L. †Kvb †Kvb fvlvq? 
 

D. SOCIOLINGUISTIC QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES 
 
The following tables display subjects’ responses to the sociolinguistic questionnaire.  The 

questionnaire itself is in appendix C.1, and the question numbers correspond with the numbers 
given at the top of each table in this appendix.  Subject biodata is given in appendix G.3, and the 
subject numbers given in the biodata correspond to those in this appendix. 

 
The following abbreviations are used in these tables: 
 
Languages: 
B = Bangla 
B.M. = Bishnupriya Manipuri 
E = English 
H = Hindi 
M = Meitei 
 
Other: 
DK = does not know 
Lg = language 
MT = mother tongue 
NA = not applicable 
ND = no data 
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D.1. Language use responses and language attitudes towards 
language use and other languages responses 
 
Subj. 
No. 

6a. Lg. 
use at 
home 

6b. Lg. 
use at 

religious 
festival 

6c. Lg. use 
with 

neighbors 

11. Mom 
with kids 

lg. 

12. Other 
lg. better 

OK? 

13. Most 
useful 

village lg. 

14. Primary 
school 

medium 

T1 B.M. B.M. & B B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 

T2 B.M. 
mostly B; 
little B.M. 

B.M. B.M. yes B.M. B, E 

T3 B.M. B B.M. B.M. yes B.M. B 
T4 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. yes B.M. B 
T5 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. yes B.M. B 
T6 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. yes B.M. B.M. 
T7 B.M. B.M. B.M. & B B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
T8 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
T9 B.M. B.M. & B B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
T10 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 

S1 B.M. 
B, B.M, 
Sanskrit 

B.M. B.M. yes B.M. B, E 

S2 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. yes B.M. B 
S3 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
S4 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B 
S5 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B 
S6 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B 
S7 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
S8 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
S9 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B 

S10 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. yes B.M. B 
S11 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
S12 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
S13 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
G1 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
G2 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B 
G3 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. yes B.M. B.M. & B 
G4 B.M. B.M. & B B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
G5 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. ND 
G6 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. yes B B.M. & B 
G7 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
G8 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
G9 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
G10 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
G11 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. yes B.M. B 
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Subj. 
No. 

6a. Lg. 
use at 
home 

6b. Lg. 
use at 

religious 
festival 

6c. Lg. use 
with 

neighbors 

11. Mom 
with kids 

lg. 

12. Other 
lg. better 

OK? 

13. Most 
useful 

village lg. 

14. Primary 
school 

medium 

M1 B.M. B.M. & B B.M. B.M. yes B.M. B 
M2 B.M. B B.M. B.M. & B yes B.M. B.M. & B 
M3 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. & B no B.M. B 
M4 B.M. B.M. & B B.M. B.M. & B no B.M. B 
M5 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
M6 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. & B B & B.M. 
M7 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
M8 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. yes B.M. B.M. 
M9 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 

M11 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
D1 B.M. B.M. & B B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
D2 B.M. B.M. & B B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
D3 B.M. B.M. & B B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
D4 M B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
D5 B.M. B.M. & B B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. & B 
D6 B.M. B.M. & B B.M. & B B.M. yes B.M. B.M. 
D7 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
D8 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
D9 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. yes B.M. B.M. 
D10 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
D11 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B 
D12 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
D13 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 
D14 B.M. B.M. B.M. B.M. no B.M. B.M. 

 
D.2. Language attitudes towards literacy classes responses 
 
Subj. 
No. 

17a. 
Kids to 

MT 
class? 

17b. Why 17c. 
Pay? 

18a. 
Go to 
MT 

class? 

18b. Why 18c. 
Pay? 

T1 yes To express his feelings yes yes 
To be with everyone & to 
learn his MT well 

yes 

T2 yes To further their MT education yes yes 
For the development of the 
Manipuri people 

yes 

T3 yes 
To make her MT more 
prevelant 

if able yes To learn her MT if able 

T4 yes To learn their MT yes no He's too old. NA 
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Subj. 
No. 

17a. 
Kids to 

MT 
class? 

17b. Why 17c. 
Pay? 

18a. 
Go to 
MT 

class? 

18b. Why 18c. 
Pay? 

T5 yes 
They need to learn their own 
lg. 

yes no She already knows B.M. NA 

T6 yes To learn their MT if able no It's not important. NA 

T7 yes To be able to speak MT better yes no It's not important. NA 

T8 yes To develop B.M. yes yes To learn her MT well yes 

T9 yes To excite them about their MT yes yes To learn his MT yes 

T10 yes To be able to understand B.M. yes no 
She is busy with her family 
and house. 

NA 

S1 yes To retain their MT yes yes 
Everybody should learn 
their MT. 

yes 

S2 yes 
To be able to understand B.M. 
well 

yes no She already knows B.M. NA 

S3 yes To learn their MT yes yes To meet others yes 
S4 yes To learn their MT yes yes To learn yes 
S5 yes To learn yes yes To learn yes 
S6 yes It's important. yes yes To learn MT better yes 
S7 yes To develop B.M. if able yes To develop B.M. yes 
S8 yes To develop B.M. yes yes To meet new people if able 
S9 yes To learn their MT yes yes To understand & to learn yes 

S10 yes To learn their MT yes yes It would be good to learn yes 
S11 yes To learn yes no ND NA 
S12 yes To learn their MT well yes yes To learn yes 
S13 yes To learn yes yes To learn yes 

G1 yes To increase knowledge of MT yes yes It would be good to learn yes 

G2 yes To learn yes yes To know B.M. well yes 

G3 yes 
To know and to understand 
their MT 

yes yes To keep B.M. forever yes 

G4 yes To retain their MT yes yes 
For the future of 
Bangladesh 

yes 

G5 yes This is their right. yes no ND NA 
G6 yes To know a lot yes yes To learn B.M. better yes 
G7 yes To learn to read the MT yes yes To learn B.M. well yes 

G8 yes 
To help their MT be better 
known 

yes yes To learn B.M. fully yes 

G9 yes To easily learn their MT yes yes To retain their MT yes 
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Subj. 
No. 

17a. 
Kids to 

MT 
class? 

17b. Why 17c. 
Pay? 

18a. 
Go to 
MT 

class? 

18b. Why 18c. 
Pay? 

G10 yes 
Learning MT is best for 
education 

yes yes 
It would be fun & it would 
help her learn MT better. 

yes 

G11 yes To retain their MT yes yes To know B.M. better yes 

M1 yes 
They definitely need to learn 
their MT. 

yes no He doesn't need this. NA 

M3 yes To learn their MT well yes yes To learn more yes 

M4 yes 
It would  be good for the group 
if the children knew the lg. 
better. 

yes no 
He already knows how to 
read & write B.M. 

NA 

M5 yes To learn well yes no She doesn't wish to go. NA 

M6 yes To keep their group's traditions yes no 
The classes would not be 
good. 

NA 

M7 yes To learn well yes no It's not important. NA 

M8 yes 
To establish a good foundation 
for learning MT 

yes yes 
To learn more about her 
group 

yes 

M9 yes 
Learning MT will increase 
their ability. 

yes yes To encourage others yes 

M11 yes 
To learn their MT well & for 
development 

yes yes To learn pure B.M. yes 

D1 yes To retain their MT yes yes 
For the development of the 
Manipuri people 

yes 

D2 yes To learn their MT yes yes To learn his MT better yes 

D3 yes 
It would be good for them to 
be literate in their MT. 

yes yes 
For the betterment of the 
Manipuri society 

yes 

D4 yes 
For the development of the 
Manipuri people 

yes yes 
He needs to keep learning 
until the time of his death. 

yes 

D5 yes To learn their MT yes yes To truly learn his MT yes 

D6 yes To establish their MT better yes yes To establish his MT better yes 

D7 yes 
To be able to use their MT 
better 

yes yes 
To learn MT well with 
people her age 

yes 

D8 yes To develop B.M. yes yes 
To retain their MT through 
the next generation 

yes 

D9 yes 
For B.M. to become more up-
to-date 

yes yes To learn MT better yes 

D10 yes To retain their MT yes yes To increase his knowledge yes 
D11 yes To learn MT well yes yes To meet others yes 
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Subj. 
No. 

17a. 
Kids to 

MT 
class? 

17b. Why 17c. 
Pay? 

18a. 
Go to 
MT 

class? 

18b. Why 18c. 
Pay? 

D12 yes To retain their MT & culture yes yes To save their traditions yes 

D13 yes 
To learn their MT & to become 
more developed 

yes yes For development yes 

D14 yes 
To learn to read & write their 
MT 

yes yes 
To learn to read & write her 
MT 

yes 

 
D.3. Language vitality responses 
 
Subj. 
No. 

2a. Other 
lg. before 
school? 

2b. 
Which? 

3. Kids 
speak 
MT 

well? 

4. Kids 
speak 

Bangla 
better? 

5. Lg. use 
next generation  

15. MT 
literate? 

16. 
Bangla 

literate? 

T1 yes little B yes no B.M. yes yes 
T2 yes B yes no B.M. no yes 
T3 no NA yes no B.M. no yes 
T4 yes B yes no B.M. little yes 
T5 no NA yes no B.M. yes yes 
T6 yes ND yes no B.M. can read; can't write yes 
T7 yes B yes no B.M. yes yes 
T8 yes B yes no B.M. yes yes 
T9 no NA yes no B.M. some yes 
T10 no NA no no B.M. no yes 
S1 yes B yes yes mostly B.M. & 

some B 
yes yes 

S2 yes little B yes no B.M. & B yes yes 
S3 yes B yes yes B.M. no no 
S4 yes ND yes no B.M. yes yes 
S5 no NA yes no B.M. no yes 
S6 yes B yes no B.M. & B mixed yes yes 
S7 no NA yes no B.M. yes yes 
S8 yes B yes no B.M. yes yes 
S9 no NA yes no B.M. yes yes 

S10 yes B yes yes B.M. yes yes 
S11 yes ND yes no B.M no no 
S12 yes little B yes no B.M. very little yes 
S13 yes ND yes no B.M. yes yes 
G1 no NA yes no B.M. yes yes 
G2 no NA yes no B.M. yes yes 
G3 yes B ND no mostly B.M. & 

some B 
yes yes 
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Subj. 
No. 

2a. Other 
lg. before 
school? 

2b. 
Which? 

3. Kids 
speak 
MT 

well? 

4. Kids 
speak 

Bangla 
better? 

5. Lg. use 
next generation  

15. MT 
literate? 

16. 
Bangla 

literate? 

G4 no NA yes no B.M. no no 
G5 no NA yes no B.M. yes yes 
G6 yes B yes no B.M. yes yes 
G7 no NA yes no B.M. yes yes 
G8 yes B no no B yes yes 
G9 yes B no no B.M. yes yes 
G10 yes little B yes no mostly B & little 

B.M. 
yes yes 

G11 yes B yes yes B can read; can't write yes 
M1 yes ND yes no B.M. yes yes 
M2 yes B yes no DK yes yes 
M3 no NA yes no B.M. little yes 
M4 yes B yes no B.M. can read; can't write yes 
M5 yes B yes no B.M. yes yes 
M6 yes B no no B.M. & B no yes 
M7 yes B yes yes B.M. & B no no 
M8 yes B yes no B.M. little yes 
M9 yes B yes no B.M. can read; can't write yes 

M11 yes B yes no B.M. no yes 
D1 no NA yes no B.M. & B yes yes 
D2 no NA yes no B.M. yes yes 
D3 no NA yes no B.M. yes yes 
D4 yes B no no B.M. & B yes yes 
D5 yes B no no B.M. & B yes yes 
D6 no NA yes no B.M. yes yes 
D7 yes B yes no B yes yes 
D8 no NA yes no B.M. yes yes 
D9 yes ND yes yes B.M. yes yes 
D10 no NA yes no B no yes 
D11 no NA yes no B.M. no yes 
D12 yes B no no B.M. & B yes yes 
D13 no NA yes no B.M. little yes 
D14 no NA yes no B.M. no yes 
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D.4. Dialect responses and bilingualism responses 
 
Subj. 
No. 

1a. Where MT 
different? 

1b. Lg. 
use there 

7a&b. Lgs. speak 
& age 

8. Best lg. 9. 2nd 
best lg. 

10.  Always 
say in 2nd 

best? 

T1 no place NA B:6; M:20 B.M. B yes 
T2 no place NA B:6 B.M. B yes 
T3 no place NA B:6 B.M. B yes 
T4 no place NA B:15; M:15 B.M. B yes 
T5 no place NA B:6 B.M. B yes 
T6 no place NA B:6 B.M. B no 
T7 no place NA B:6 B.M. B no 
T8 no place NA B:8 B.M. B no 
T9 no place NA B:6; E:17 B.M. B yes 

T10 no place NA B:6 B.M. B no 
S1 no place NA B:7 B B.M. yes 
S2 no place NA B:6; H:15 B.M. B yes 
S3 no place NA B:10 B.M. B yes 
S4 no place NA B:7 B.M. B yes 
S5 no place NA M:3; B:6 B.M. B yes 
S6 no place NA B:2 B.M. B yes 
S7 no place NA B:6; E:16; H:25 B.M. B yes 
S8 no place NA B:6; H:18; E:18 B.M. B yes 
S9 no place NA B:6; H:17; E:17 B.M. B yes 
S10 no place NA B:5 B.M. B yes 
S11 no place NA none B.M. NA NA 
S12 no place NA B:8 B.M. B yes 
S13 no place NA B:6 B.M. B yes 
G1 no place NA B:5; H:15 B.M. B yes 
G2 no place NA B:6 B.M. B yes 
G3 no place NA B:3 B.M. B yes 
G4 no place NA B:7; M:15 B.M. B yes 
G5 no place NA B:5; M:15 B.M. B yes 
G6 no place NA B:4; H:15; E:18 B.M. B yes 
G7 no place NA B:6; H:18 B.M. B yes 
G8 no place NA B:10; M:20; E:25 B.M. B yes 
G9 no place NA B:6; H:15 B.M. B yes 

G10 no place NA B:10; H:15 B.M. B yes 
G11 no place NA B:16 B.M. B no 
M1 no place NA B:6; E:30; H:30 B.M. B yes 
M2 no place NA B:5; H:10 B.M. B yes 
M3 no place NA B:3; H:12 B.M. B yes 
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Subj. 
No. 

1a. Where MT 
different? 

1b. Lg. 
use there 

7a&b. Lgs. speak 
& age 

8. Best lg. 9. 2nd 
best lg. 

10. Always 
say in 2nd 

best? 
M4 no place NA B:3; H:3 B.M. B yes 
M5 no place NA B:3; H:25 B.M. B no 
M6 no place NA B:6; E:10 B B.M. no 
M7 no place NA B:6; M:20 B.M. B no 
M8 no place NA B:6 B.M. B yes 
M9 no place NA B:12 B.M. B yes 
M11 no place NA B:10 B.M. B yes 
D1 no place NA B:7; E:7; H:8 B.M. B no 
D2 no place NA M:5; B:7 B.M. B yes 
D3 no place NA B:6 B.M. B no 
D4 no place NA B:6; M:25; 

Assamese:45 
B.M. B yes 

D5 exists, but DK where ND B:6 B.M. B no 
D6 no place NA B:7: E:16 B.M. B yes 
D7 no place NA B:6 B.M. B yes 
D8 no place NA B:6 B.M. B yes 
D9 no place NA B:6 B.M. B yes 

D10 no place NA B:6; H:18; 
Assamese:18 

B.M. B yes 

D11 no place NA B:6 B.M. B yes 
D12 no place NA B:6; E:6; H:11 B.M. B no 
D13 no place NA B:6 B.M. B no 
D14 no place NA B:6 B.M. B no 

 

E. BANGLA SENTENCE REPETITION TEST 
 

E.1. Standard Sentence Repetition Test procedures1 
 

A sentence repetition test (SRT) is based on the premise that people's ability to repeat 
sentences in a second language is limited by the level of their mastery of the morphology and 
syntax of that second language. The greater proficiency they have in that language, the better 
able they are to repeat sentences of increasing length and complexity. A SRT is developed 
separately for each language to be tested. Detailed procedures for developing and calibrating a 
SRT are presented in Radloff (1991). The sentences selected are calibrated against an evaluative 
instrument called the Reported Proficiency Evaluation (RPE), where mother-tongue raters are 
provided with a detailed framework of proficiency descriptions against which to evaluate the 

                                                            
1 The description of procedures for sentence repetition testing is quoted from appendix A of O'Leary (ed. 1992); it 
was authored by Carla F. Radloff.  It is used by permission of the author. 
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proficiency of their second language speaking acquaintances.2 The half-levels of the RPE 
describe increasing levels of proficiency in a second language, as elaborated in figure E.1. 

 
Figure E.1: Descriptions of RPE proficiency levels 

 
 RPE proficiency level            Brief description 
  0+   Very minimal proficiency 
  1   Minimal, limited proficiency 
  1+   Limited, basic proficiency 
  2   Adequate, basic proficiency 
  2+   Good, basic proficiency 
  3   Good, general proficiency 
  3+   Very good, general proficiency 
  4   Excellent proficiency 
  4+   Approaching native speaker proficiency  

 
A SRT provides a rapid assessment of a person's second language proficiency, suited to 

the purposes of a bilingualism survey. It is often the goal of a bilingualism survey to obtain a 
profile of the second language proficiencies in the community under investigation, that is, a 
picture of what percentage of the population can be projected to be at each of the different levels 
of proficiency. In order to do this, a large and representative sample of the population must be 
tested. This speaks to the need for an assessment instrument that is quick and easy to administer. 

 
The short administration time, however, is offset by careful attention to the development 

and calibration of a SRT. The SRT provides a general assessment; thus, the researcher must be 
able to place full confidence in the results through strict attention to the quality of each 
developmental step. A complete step-by-step methodology for developing and calibrating a SRT 
is given in Radloff (1991). 

 
The development and calibration of an SRT proceeds through several steps: A 

preliminary form of the test is developed through the assistance of mother tongue speakers 
of the test language. A large group of second language speakers of the test language have 
their proficiency assessed through a second, more descriptive proficiency standard 
instrument, in this case the RPE. These people are then administered the preliminary form 
of the test. Based on their performances, fifteen sentences are selected, which prove to be 
the most discriminating of performance and also represent increasing complexity and 
length. These fifteen sentences are calibrated against the proficiency assessments from the 
RPE. This fifteen-sentence final form of the test is used in the bilingualism survey, and the 
resulting test scores are interpreted in terms of equivalent RPE proficiency levels. 
 

The Bangla SRT was developed by Amy Kim (2003). The ranges of Bangla SRT scores 
corresponding to RPE levels are presented in figure E.2. 

 

                                                            
2 RPE levels, as assigned by mother-tongue raters, show an internal consistency, but have not yet been correlated 
with any other, more widely recognized, scale of second language proficiency. The rationale and methodology for 
the Reported Proficiency Evaluation is also included in Radloff (1991). 
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Figure E.2: Bangla SRT scores and predicted RPE levels: 
 

 Bangla SRT Score  Predicted RPE Level 
   0 –  2    1 
   3 –  8    1+ 
   9 – 14    2 
 15 – 21    2+ 
 22 – 27    3 
 28 – 33    3+ 
 34 – 39    4 
 40 – 45    4+ 
 
E.2. Bangla SRT 
 

In the following sentences, the following line codes are used: 
Code  Meaning: 
 \#  Sentence number 
 \b  Bangla sentence 
 \p  Phonetic transcription 
 \g  Word-for-word English gloss of transcribed text 
 \f  Free (natural) English translation of the text 
 \c  Comment about scoring 

 
\P1 
\b AvR‡K Zvi Rb¥w`b 
\p ake ta nmodin 
\g today 3s-poss birthday 
\f  Today is his birthday. 
 
\P2 
\b Avgvi evev gvQ a‡i 
\p ama baba ma doe 
\f 1s-poss father fish catches 
\f  My father catches fish. 
 
\P3 
\b ‡mLv‡b Zviv mvivw`b KvR K‡i 
\p ekane ta aadin ka kore 
\g there-in 3p all-day work do 
\f  They work there all day long. 
\P4 
\b wKš—y AvMvgx Kvj GUv Avgvi jvM‡e 
\p kintu aami kal ea ama labe 
\g but coming day this 1s-poss will-need 
\f  But tomorrow I will need this. 
 
\P5 
\b Kv‡Vi wg ¿̄x GKUv bZyb Rvbvjv evbv‡”Q 
\p ka mstri æk notun anala banae 
\g wood-poss craftsman one new window is-building 
\f  The wood craftsman is making a new window.  
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\1 
\b ‡`vKv‡b wewfbœ ai‡bi wgwó cvIqv hvq 
\p dokane bibino done mii paowa aj 
\g store-at various type-poss sweet getting goes 
\f  Various types of sweets can be found in stores. 
 
\2 
\b Zviv wekªv‡gi ‡Zgb my‡hvM cvq bv 
\p ta bisame tæmon uo paj na 
\g 3p rest-poss such opportunity get not 
\f  They don’t get much opportunity to rest. 
 
\3 
\b AvR weKv‡j Zv‡K dj wKb‡Z n‡e 
\p a bikale take l kinte hbe 
\g today afternoon-in 3s-to fruit to-buy will-have-to 
\f  He has to buy fruit this afternoon. 
 
\4 
\b Avwg Avgvi †ev‡bi KvQ †_‡K Dcnvi †c‡qwQ 
\p ami ama bone kats teke upoha pejei 
\g 1s 1s-poss sister-poss nearness from gift have-received 
\f  I received a gift from my sister. 
 
\5 
\b evox‡Z †Kvb †jvK Av‡Q e‡j g‡b nq bv 
\p baite kono lok ae bole mone hj n 
\g home-in any person is says mind-in becomes not 
\f  It doesn’t seem as if there’s anyone home. 
 
\6 
\b ‡h ch©š— e„wó bv _v‡g †m ch©š— Avgiv GLv‡b _vKe 
\p e poonto bii na tame e poonto ama ekane takbo 
\g when until rain not stops then until 1p here-at will-stay 
\f  We will stay here until the rain stops. 
 
\7 
\b GKU Av‡M evRvi †_‡K GKUv Bwjk gvQ wK‡b G‡bwQ 
\p eku ae baa teke æka ili ma kine enei 
\g a-little ago market from one ilish fish having-bought have-brought 
\f  Having bought a hilsa fish at the market a little while ago, I brought it. 
 
\8 
\b ‡m Rvb‡Zv evb‡iiv Lye AbyKiY wcÖq nq 
\p e anto banoea kub onukon pijo hj 
\g 3s did-know monkeys very imitation favorite becomes 
\f  He knew monkeys really like to imitate. 
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\9 
\b1 hw` Avcwb gvbyl‡K fvj bv ev‡mb gvbylI Avcbv‡K fvj 
\p1 odi apni manuke balo na baen manuo apnake balo 
\g1 if 2s people-to well not deem people-also 2s-to well 
 

\b2 evm‡e bv 
\p2 babe n 
\g2 will-deem not 
\f    If you don’t treat people well, they won’t treat you well either. 
 
\10 
\b Ges Rxe‡b memgq wKQy wbqg ‡g‡b Pj‡Z n‡e 
\p ebo ibone bmoj kiu nijom mene olte hbe 
\g and life-in all-time some rules having-followed to-move will-have-to 
\f  And in life, at all times, one must follow some rules. 
 
\11 
\b1 myZivs b`x Avgv‡`i A‡bK DcKvi K‡i Ges gv‡S-gv‡S 
\p1 utoa nodi amad nek upoka koe ebo mae-mae 
\g1 therefore river 1p-to much benevolence do and sometimes 
 

\b2 AcKviI K‡i 
\p2 pokao koe 
\g2 harm-also do 
\f    Therefore, rivers benefit us a lot and sometimes also harm us. 
 
\12 
\b1 cUj bv‡gi †Kvb meRx evRv‡I cvIqv hvq Zv Av‡M  
\p1 pol nam kono sobi baae paowa aj ta ae  
\g1 patol name-poss any vegetable market-in getting goes that before  
 

\b2 Avwg RvbZvg bv 
\p2 ami antam na 
\g2 1s did-know not 
\f    I didn’t know before that there is such a vegetable as “patol” available in the market. 
 
\13 
\b1 b`x Avgv‡`i Rb¨ LzeB cÖ‡qvRbxq KviY b`x c‡_ 
\p1 nodi amad ono kubi pjoonijo kaon nodi pte 
\g1 river 1p-poss for very-emph important because river route-on 
 

\b2 Avgiv e¨emv Ki‡Z cvwi  

\p2 ama bæba kote pai  

\g2 1p business to-do are-able  
\f    Rivers are very important for us because we are able to do business along river routes. 
 
\14 
\b ZeyI gv‡S-gv‡S we‡kl mg‡q Zviv wKQy Avb›`-dzwZ© K‡i 
\p tobuo mae-mae bie moje ta kiu anondo-uti koe 
\g nevertheless sometimes special time-in 3p some joy-delight do 
\f  Nevertheless, sometimes on special occasions they have some fun. 
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\15 
\b1 b`xi cvwb Mfxi nIqvq A‡bK Lyu‡RI 
\p1 nodi pani obi howaj nek kueo 
\g1 river-poss water deep happening-because much having-searched-although 
 

\b2 †m Zvi KzVviUv †cj bv 
\p2 e ta kuaa pelo n 
\g2 3s 3s-poss axe did-find not 
\f    Although he searched a lot, he didn’t find his axe because the river was deep. 
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E.3. SRT scores 
 

The following table displays SRT scores for all thirty-eight Bishnupriya subjects. The subject numbers in 
the far-left column correspond with the subject numbers given with the biodata in appendix G.4. For each of the 
twenty sentences (five practice sentences and fifteen test sentences), each subject’s score is given. This is based on a 
four-point scale (0–3) for each sentence. The total score at the far right is a summation of the subject’s scores on the 
fifteen test sentences. That is, the total score does not include the subject’s scores on the five practice sentences. 
 

Bangla SRT sentence number Subj. 
No. P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Total 
Score 

1T 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 3 3 3 1 2 1 3 36 
2T 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 0 2 40 
3T 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 0 2 40 
4T 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 3 2 2 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 18 
5T 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 32 
6T 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 28 
7T 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 28 
8T 3 3 3 2 9 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 22 
9T 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 1 1 0 33 
10T 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 2 2 0 0 0 32 
11T 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 2 2 1 2 2 3 0 33 
12T 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 
13T 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 1 1 1 1 0 32 
14T 3 3 2 0 0 3 3 0 3 3 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 17 
15T 3 3 3 0 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 0 2 2 0 1 0 0 26 
16T 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 1 1 3 2 1 1 1 0 30 
17T 0 3 1 0 0 2 2 1 3 3 0 2 3 3 3 2 0 2 1 0 27 
18T 1 3 2 1 0 2 1 1 2 3 3 2 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 18 
19T 3 3 3 0 1 3 2 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
20T 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 0 1 3 2 0 1 1 0 28 
21T 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 2 3 0 2 0 35 
22T 3 3 3 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 25 
23T 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 0 0 35 
24T 3 3 3 3 0 3 3 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 21 
25T 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 1 3 2 41 
26T 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 1 0 0 34 
27T 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 0 0 0 2 0 30 
28T 3 3 3 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 
29T 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 45 
30T 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 1 3 3 3 2 3 3 0 1 0 33 
31T 2 3 3 3 0 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 0 1 0 34 
32T 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 1 1 36 
33T 3 3 3 1 2 3 2 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 
34T 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 0 2 0 36 
35T 3 3 3 1 3 3 2 3 3 3 0 3 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 21 
36T 3 3 2 1 3 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 18 
37T 3 3 3 2 1 3 2 2 3 3 3 0 0 3 1 3 0 0 1 0 24 
38T 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 1 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 26 
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F. BISHNUPRIYA COMMUNITY INFORMATION 
 

F.1. Tilakpur 
Date: 17 March 2003 
Location: A 30-minute rickshaw ride south from Bhanugach to Ranir Bazar; then a 10-minute 
walk east along a dirt path; also lies along main road just north of Ranir Bazar. 
 
1a. Thana: Kamalganj 
1b. District: Moulvibazar 
2. Population: 300 families; 1500 people (all Bishnupriya) 
3. Religions: “own religion” 
4. Mother tongues: Bishnupriya  
5. Work: farming, weaving, a few salaried jobs 
6. Nearest post office: Kamalganj  
7a. NT: no 
7b. Mobile: yes 
8a. Nearest hospital: Gopalnagar (near Kamalganj) 
8b. Nearest clinic: Bhanugach 
9.  Government schools: none right in village but in Ranir Bazar (very close by); thru class 10 
10. Non-government education: none 
11. Children who attend school: all 
12. Girls who attend school: all 
13. Most students complete: 9th 
14. Children who finish 5th: all 
15. Children who finish 10th: most 
16. Number who have completed BA: 20 
17. Electricity: yes 
18. Water source: tubewell and a few ponds 
19a. Radio: no (not anymore because they watch TV instead) 
19b. Language: NA 
20a. Television: yes 
20b. Languages: Bangla, Hindi 
 

F.2. Soi Sri 
Date: 18 March 2003 
Location: A 1-hour express bus ride from Srimangal to Chunarughat; then a 20-minute tempo ride 
south to Amrut; then a 15-minute rickshaw ride, roughly south to Soi Sri, mainly along a dirt road. 
 
1a. Thana: Chunarughat 
1b. District: Habiganj 
2. Population: 200 families in the area (Bijgao); 50 families in Soisri “proper” 
3. Religions: Hindu 
4. Mother tongues: Bishnupriya  
5. Work: farming, weaving, a few salaried jobs, defense 
6. Nearest post office: Guchapara (2 km)  
7a. TNT: no 
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7b. Mobile: yes 
8a. Nearest hospital: Razar Bazar (3 km) 
8b. Nearest clinic: BRAC clinic in Amrut (2.5 km) 
9. Government schools: thru class 5 
10. Non-government education: BRAC school thru class 2 
11. Children who attend school: all 
12. Girls who attend school: all 
13. Most students complete: 10th 
14. Children who finish 5th: all 
15. Children who finish 10th: almost all 
16. Number who have completed BA: 20-25 
17. Electricity: yes 
18. Water source: tubewell and well 
19a. Radio: no 
19b. Language: NA 
20a. Television: yes 
20b. Languages: Bangla, Hindi 
 

F.3. Gulerhaor 
Date: 19 March 2003 
Location: A 1-hour bus ride south from Bhanugach; along the main road; near the Indian border. 
 
1a. Thana: Kamalganj 
1b. District: Moulvibazar 
2. Population: 53 families; about 300 people (all Bishnupriya) 
3. Religions: Hindu  
4. Mother tongues: Bishnupriya  
5. Work: farming, school teachers 
6. Nearest post office: Islampur  
7a. TNT: yes 
7b. Mobile: yes 
8a. Nearest hospital: Bhanugach 
8b. Nearest clinic: family-planning clinic in Gularhaor 
9. Government schools: thru class 5 
10. Non-government education: private school thru class 10 
11. Children who attend school: all 
12. Girls who attend school: all 
13. Most students complete: 10th 
14. Children who finish 5th: all 
15. Children who finish 10th: most 
16. Number who have completed BA: 8 
17. Electricity: yes 
18. Water source: one tubewell for every two houses and a few ponds 
19a. Radio: no (not anymore because they watch TV instead) 
19b. Language: NA 
20a. Television: yes 
20b. Languages: Bangla, Hindi 
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F.4. Machimpur 
Date: 21 March 2003 
Location: A 20-minute rickshaw ride from the Sylhet bus station, across the main bridge. 
 
1a. Thana: Putoali 
1b. District: Sylhet 
2. Population: 70 families; 800-850 people (all Bishnupriya) 
3. Religions: Hindu  
4. Mother tongues: Bishnupriya  
5. Work: salaried jobs, running businesses, loom weaving 
6. Nearest post office: Sylhet 3100 
7a. TNT: yes 
7b. Mobile: yes 
8a. Nearest hospital: government hospital close by 
8b. Nearest clinic: none closer than the government hospital 
9. Government schools: thru class 5 in village; thru class 10 just outside village 
10. Non-government education: none 
11. Children who attend school: all 
12. Girls who attend school: all 
13. Most students complete: HSC 
14. Children who finish 5th: all 
15. Children who finish 10th: all 
16. Number who have completed BA: 10 
17. Electricity: yes 
18. Water source: tubewell 
19a. Radio: yes 
19b. Language: Bangla 
20a. Television: yes 
20b. Languages: Bangla, Hindi, English 
 

F.5. Dhonitila 
Date: 22 March 2003 
Location: From Sylhet (Couki Dekhi) to Tuker Bajar; Sonbari; cross the bridge and walk to 
Dhonitila. 
 
1a. Thana: Chattok 
1b. District: Sunamganj 
2. Population: 23 families; more than 200 people (all Bishnupriya) 
3. Religions: Hindu  
4. Mother tongues: Bishnupriya 
5. Work: farming, laborers, salaried jobs 
6. Nearest post office: Chonbari Bazar 
7a. TNT: no 
7b. Mobile: yes 
8a. Nearest hospital: Chattok 
8b. Nearest clinic: Chonbari Bazar 
9. Government schools: thru class 5 
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10. Non-government education: none 
11. Children who attend school: all 
12. Girls who attend school: all 
13. Most students complete: 8th 
14. Children who finish 5th: all 
15. Children who finish 10th: 1/3  
16. Number who have completed BA: 1 
17. Electricity: no; solar panels on few houses 
18. Water source: deep wells 
19a. Radio: yes 
19b. Language: Bangla, Bishnupriya 
20a. Television: yes 
20b. Languages: Bangla, Hindi 
 

G. SUBJECT BIODATA 
 

G.1. Biodata notes 
 
The following abbreviations are used in the biodata tables below: 
 
Education: Language: 
SSC = secondary school certificate B.M. = Bishnupriya Manipuri 
HSC = higher secondary certificate 
10 = completed class 10 but did not pass SSC exam 
 

G.2. Wordlist and CIQ informant biodata  
 

W
L 

C
I
Q 

Date Name Place 
A
g 
e 

S 
e
x 

Educ Current 
Residence MT M's 

MT 
F's 
MT 

Other res. 
and length 
(in years) 

X X 3/17/03 
Chaliya 
Singha 

Tilakpur 70 M SSC Tilakpur B.M. B.M. B.M. Srimangal:5 

 X 3/18/03 
Dulano 
Singha 

Soi Sri 32 M SSC Soi Sri B.M. B.M. B.M. none 

 X 3/19/03 
Alpona 
Sinha 

Gulerhaor 20 F SSC Gulerhaor B.M. B.M. B.M. Sylhet:3 

X X 3/21/03 
Moturaj 
Singha 

Machimpur 45 M SSC Machimpur B.M. B.M. B.M. Dhonitila:8 

X X 3/21/03 
Indramohon 

Singha 
Dhonitila 41 M SSC Dhonitila B.M. B.M. B.M. Sylhet:3 

X  3/18/03 
Koruna 
Sinha 

Soi Sri 55 F 5 Soi Sri B.M. B.M. B.M. none 

X  3/19/03 
Makhon 
Singha 

Gulerhaor 50 M SSC Gulerhaor B.M B.M B.M none 

X  3/25/03 
Suman 
Singha 

Madhapur 21 M HSC Madhapur B.M B.M. B.M. none 
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G.3. Sociolinguistic questionnaire subject biodata  
 

Subj. 
No. Date Place 

A 
g 
e 

S 
e 
x 

Educ Current 
Residence MT M's 

MT 
F's 
MT 

Other residences 
and length 
(in years) 

T1 3/17/03 Tilakpur 70 M SSC Tilakpur B.M. B.M. B.M. Srimangal:5 

T2 3/17/03 Tilakpur 44 M SSC Tilakpur B.M. B.M. B.M. 

Dhaka:11; 
Chittagong:3; 

Khulna:5; 
Bandarban:1; 

Dinajpur:3 

T3 3/17/03 Tilakpur 32 F 8 Tilakpur B.M. B.M. B.M. Goramara:17 

T4 3/17/03 Tilakpur 84 M 6 Tilakpur B.M. B.M. B.M. none 

T5 3/17/03 Tilakpur 30 F HSC Tilakpur B.M. B.M. B.M. 
Adampur:23; 

Sylhet:2 

T6 3/17/03 Tilakpur 44 F 10 Tilakpur B.M. B.M. B.M. Choygori:15 
T7 3/17/03 Tilakpur 20 M SSC Tilakpur B.M. B.M. B.M. Moulvi Bazar:2 
T8 3/17/03 Tilakpur 18 F 10 Tilakpur B.M. B.M. B.M. none 

T9 3/17/03 Tilakpur 47 M SSC Tilakpur B.M. B.M. B.M. 
Dinajpur:15; 

Rangpur:1; Khulna:5 

T10 3/17/03 Tilakpur 28 F 7 Tilakpur B.M. B.M. B.M. Bhanubil:23 
S1 3/18/03 Soi Sri 35 M 8 South Soi Sri B.M. B.M. B.M. Kortoli:20 
S2 3/18/03 Soi Sri 23 M SSC South Soi Sri B.M. B.M. B.M. Chittagong:3 
S3 3/18/03 Soi Sri 55 F 5 Soi Sri B.M. B.M. B.M. none 

S4 3/18/03 Soi Sri 45 F 10 Soi Sri B.M. B.M. B.M. 
Komlapur:8; Moulvi 

Bazar:12 

S5 3/18/03 Soi Sri 35 F 5 Soi Sri B.M. B.M. B.M. Garer Gao:25 

S6 3/18/03 Soi Sri 17 M SSC Soi Sri B.M. B.M. B.M. 
Sylhet:2; 

Banugach:2 

S7 3/18/03 Soi Sri 32 M SSC Soi Sri B.M. B.M. B.M. none 
S8 3/18/03 Soi Sri 29 F SSC Soi Sri B.M. B.M. B.M. none 
S9 3/18/03 Soi Sri 21 M SSC Soi Sri B.M. B.M. B.M. none 
S10 3/18/03 Soi Sri 50 M 7 Soi Sri B.M. B.M. B.M. none 
S11 3/18/03 Soi Sri 60 F 0 Soi Sri B.M. B.M. B.M. none 
S12 3/18/03 Soi Sri 75 M 8 North Soi Sri B.M. B.M. B.M. none 
S13 3/18/03 Soi Sri 25 M HSC North Soi Sri B.M. B.M. B.M. none 
G1 3/19/03 Gulerhaor 21 F SSC Gulerhaor B.M. B.M. B.M. none 

G2 3/19/03 Gulerhaor 42 F 8 
Shripur 

(Gulerhaor) 
B.M. B.M. B.M. Baligao:20 

G3 3/19/03 Gulerhaor 48 F 10 Gulerhaor B.M. B.M. B.M. none 

G4 3/19/03 Gulerhaor 80 M 0 Gulerhaor B.M. B.M. B.M. 
Agortola:7; 
Manipur:2 
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Subj. 
No. Date Place 

A 
g 
e 

S 
e 
x 

Educ 
Current 

Residence MT 
M's 
MT 

F's 
MT 

Other residences 
and length 
(in years) 

G5 3/19/03 Gulerhaor 78 M 5 Gulerhaor B.M. B.M. B.M. none 
G6 3/19/03 Gulerhaor 21 M SSC Gulerhaor B.M. B.M. B.M. Sylhet:4 
G7 3/19/03 Gulerhaor 20 F SSC Gulerhaor B.M. B.M. B.M. Sylhet:3 
G8 3/19/03 Gulerhaor 43 M BA Gulerhaor B.M. B.M. B.M. Slyhet:3; Comilla:1 
G9 3/19/03 Gulerhaor 19 F SSC Gulerhaor B.M. B.M. B.M. none 

G10 3/19/03 Gulerhaor 18 F 11 Gulerhaor B.M. B.M. B.M. none 
G11 3/19/03 Gulerhaor 60 M 5 Gulerhaor B.M. B.M. B.M. none 
M1 3/21/03 Machimpur 45 M SSC Machimpur B.M. B.M. B.M. Dhonitila:8 
M2 3/22/03 Machimpur 25 M B Com Machimpur B.M. B.M. B.M. none 
M3 3/22/03 Machimpur 23 F HSC Machimpur B.M. B.M. B.M. none 
M4 3/22/03 Machimpur 19 M SSC Machimpur B.M. B.M. B.M. none 
M5 3/22/03 Machimpur 42 F 10 Machimpur B.M. B.M. B.M. Selong:15 
M6 3/22/03 Machimpur 35 M BA Machimpur B.M. B.M. B.M. none 

M7 3/22/03 Machimpur 45 F 5 Machimpur B.M. B.M. B.M. 
Dhaluya:20; 
Ghuramara:3 

M8 3/22/03 Machimpur 28 F BA Machimpur B.M. B.M. B.M. Baligao:27 
M9 3/22/03 Machimpur 38 M 8 Machimpur B.M. B.M. B.M. Ghuramara:18 
M11 3/22/03 Machimpur 41 F 7 Machimpur B.M. B.M. B.M. Hiramati:29 
D1 3/21/03 Dhonitila 41 M SSC Dhonitila B.M. B.M. B.M. Sylhet:3 
D2 3/21/03 Dhonitila 55 M 10 Dhonitila B.M. B.M. B.M. Balibor:20 
D3 3/21/03 Dhonitila 31 M 10 Dhonitila B.M. B.M. B.M. none 
D4 3/21/03 Dhonitila 57 M 10 Dhonitila B.M. B.M. B.M. Chondipur:32 
D5 3/21/03 Dhonitila 39 M 10 Dhonitila B.M. B.M. B.M. Chondipur:17 
D6 3/22/03 Dhonitila 22 M HSC Dhonitila B.M. B.M. B.M. none 

D7 3/22/03 
Ramnagar 
Dhonitila 

37 F 10 
Ramnagar 
Dhonitila 

B.M. B.M. B.M. none 

D8 3/22/03 
Ramnagar 
Dhonitila 

38 M SSC 
Ramnagar 
Dhonitila 

B.M. B.M. B.M. Chatok:7 

D9 3/22/03 
Ramnagar 
Dhonitila 

39 F 10 
Ramnagar 
Dhonitila 

B.M. B.M. B.M. Madhapur:2 

D10 3/22/03 
Ramnagar 
Dhonitila 

33 M 10 
Ramnagar 
Dhonitila 

B.M. B.M. B.M. none 

D11 3/22/03 
Ramnagar 
Dhonitila 

26 F 2 
Ramnagar 
Dhonitila 

B.M. B.M. B.M. Madhapur:23 

D12 3/22/03 
Ramnagar 
Dhonitila 

45 M HSC 
Ramnagar 
Dhonitila 

B.M. B.M. B.M. 
Sylhet:5; 

Kamalganj:5 

D13 3/22/03 
Ramnagar 
Dhonitila 

27 F 10 
Ramnagar 
Dhonitila 

B.M. B.M. B.M. Bhanubil:5 

D14 3/22/03 
Ramnagar 
Dhonitila 

24 F 10 
Ramnagar 
Dhonitila 

B.M. B.M. B.M. none 
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G.4. Bangla SRT subject biodata  
 

Subj. 
No. Date Place 

A 
g 
e 

S 
e 
x 

Educ Current 
Residence MT Other residences and length 

(in years) 

1T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 22 M HSC Uttor Banabil B.M. none 
2T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 23 M BS Sylhet B.M. Tilakpur:13 
3T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 28 M MA Tilakpur B.M. Sylhet:12(p-t); Habiganj:5 

4T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 45 F 3 Tilakpur B.M. 
Adampur:20; Habiganj:3; 

Kulaura:3 

5T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 62 M HSC Tilakpur B.M. 
Dhaka, Mymensingh, Comilla, 

Sylhet, Habiganj:34 total 
6T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 40 F 10 Tilakpur B.M. none 
7T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 33 F HSC Tilakpur B.M. Madapur:16 
8T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 75 M 10 Tilakpur B.M. none 
9T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 52 M B Ed Tilakpur B.M. Comilla:5(p-t) 
10T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 15 F SSC Tilakpur B.M. none 
11T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 18 F HSC Tilakpur B.M. none 

12T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 50 F 5 Tilakpur B.M. 
Madapur:20; Dhaka:4; 
Jessore:3; Comilla:2; 

Chittagong:5 
13T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 24 M HSC Tilakpur B.M. none 
14T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 60 M 6 Tilakpur B.M. none 
15T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 61 M SSC Tilakpur B.M. none 
16T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 40 M 5 Tilakpur B.M. none 
17T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 71 M HSC Tilakpur B.M. none 
18T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 96 M 6 Tilakpur B.M. Silchar, India:1 
19T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 50 F 5 Tilakpur B.M. Madapur:20 
20T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 65 M 9 Tilakpur B.M. none 
21T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 21 F 10 Tilakpur B.M. none 
22T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 30 F 10 Tilakpur B.M. Hiramoti:20 
23T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 45 F SSC Tilakpur B.M. none 
24T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 40 F HSC Tilakpur B.M. none 
25T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 18 F 10 Tilakpur B.M. none 
26T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 29 F HSC Tilakpur B.M. Sylhet:20 
27T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 26 M 10 Adampur B.M. Tilakpur:25 
28T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 20 F 9 Tilakpur B.M. none 
29T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 24 F HSC Tilakpur B.M. none 
30T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 50 F SSC Tilakpur B.M. Banubil:22; Sylhet:25 
31T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 70 M BA Tilakpur B.M. Sylhet:32 
32T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 17 M HSC Tilakpur B.M. Sylhet:13 
33T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 48 F 5 Tilakpur B.M. none 
34T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 20 F 10 Tilakpur B.M. none 
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35T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 45 M HSC Tilakpur B.M. none 
36T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 34 M 7 Tilakpur B.M. none 
37T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 27 M 8 Tilakpur B.M. none 
38T 4/13/03 Tilakpur 27 M 7 Tilakpur B.M. none 

 
 

H. RECORDED TEXT TESTS 
 
H.1. Purpose and procedures 

 
The purpose of the Recorded Text Test (RTT) is to determine the level of inherent 

intelligibility between speech varieties—that is, speakers of one speech variety understand 
another variety not through exposure and learning, but because the other variety has inherent 
similarities to their own speech variety. To test this, a story is recorded in one speech variety and 
comprehension questions are formulated. Then the story is validated among mother-tongue 
speakers of that speech variety; this is called the hometown test (HTT) validation step. Later, the 
story is played to speakers of a second variety, and the comprehension questions, which have 
been now translated into the second variety, are asked to assess how much and how well the 
story was understood. 

 
For the Bishnupriya survey, two such stories were developed—one in Madoi Gang and 

another in Rajar Gang; these two stories are respectively called the Madoi Gang and the Rajar 
Gang hometown tests. Even though they were validated, the two HTTs were not used as a part of 
an RTT because the wordlists showed a high enough level of lexical similarity so as to make the 
RTT redundant. However, as a matter of record, we present the two stories here in case it might 
be useful in the future as a research tool for other linguists. 
 
H.2. Codes used in the transcription of text 
 
 In the following texts, the following line codes are used: 
 
 Code:  Meaning: 
 \n #  Line number 
 \p  Phonetic transcription 
 \b  Bishnupriya transcription 
 \g  Word-by-word English gloss of transcribed text 
 \f  Free (natural) English translation of the text 
 
 \Question # Question number 
 \Q  Free (natural) English translation of the question 
 \A  Expected answer for the question   
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H.3. Bishnupriya Rajar Gang hometown test (HTT) 
 

Below is the text of the story used as the Rajar Gang hometown test. It was recorded at 
Gulerhaor on 23 March, 2003, from a 20-year old male who had lived there his entire life. The 
story was later transcribed in Bangla script by Rabi Singha, who also gave the Bangla gloss for 
each Bishnupriya word or phrase. The English gloss was then translated from that Bangla gloss 
by Seung Kim. 
 
H.3.1 Text of the story 

 
\n 1 
\p madan ami nkka kliar amar mat 
\b gv`v‡b Avwg wb°v †Lwjqvi Avgvi gvVMZ 
\g in afternoon WE every day play our at field 
\f We played every afternoon in our field. 
 
\Question 1 

\Q: Every day, when did they play in the field? 
\A: Afternoon 

 
\n 2 
\p morta bao klar proti anhani nijam 
\b giZv ev‡iv †Ljvi cÖwZ   Uvbnvwb wbqvg 
\g My but playing toward attraction much 
\f When I reached the river, I met my friends. There were three of us. 
 
\n 3        
\p mi nkka kani na kl ati um nahr 
\b wg wb°v Lvwb bv †Lj‡j ivwZ Nyg bv†ni 
\g I everyday some NOT if play at night sleep not come 
\f If I didn’t play everyday, then I couldn’t sleep at night. 
 
\Question 2 

\Q: What happened if he didn’t play every day? 
\A: He couldn’t sleep at night. 

 
\n 4 
\p mor prijo klahan lta krike 
\b  gi wcÖq †Ljvnvb ABjZv wµ‡KU 
\g My favorite sport was cricket 
\f My favorite sport was cricket. 
 
\n 5 
\p akdn madan ami hobbj tlja klar 
\b AvKw`b gv`v‡b Avwg nweŸ‡q wZwjqv †Lwjqvi 
\g One day in afternoon we EVERYONE together play 
\f One day, all of us were playing together in the afternoon. 
 
\n 6 
\p oupeit mo kada kora mor lor taoi 
\b J†cBZ g‡i Lvs`v Kwiqv gi jMi AZvMB 
\g that time to me suddenly my pal one person 
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\p dbor ako balolo ait dija dlli 
\b Rei AvK‡i evjMj MvwiMZ w`qv †aj −x 
\g very hard with ball to body threw 
\f  That time, one of my pals suddenly threw a ball very hard at my body. 

 
\n 7 
\p oupka mor bjo nijam na bao bor 
\b  JcKv gi eqm wbqvg bv‡Q ev‡iv eQi 
\g that time my age much not twelve year 
\f At that time, I wasn’t very old, just 12 years. 
 
\Question 3 

\Q: How old was he at that time? 
\A: 12. 

 
\n 8 
\p mi bao kanti olia tempakono 
\b wg ev‡iv Kvwš— Qjxqv †ZgúvKMb 
\g I but angry became stone 
 
\p ouor muror bidia muror faade bllu 
\b JMi gyiMi wew`qv gyiMi dvUv‡` †ej−y 
\g HIS to head threw head cut 
\f I got angry and threw a stone at his head, and his head cut open. 
   
\Question 4 

\Q: What did he use to hit his friend? 
\A: A stone. 

 
\n 9 
\p pid mor lor takitai dadori koija ta  nlaa 
\b wc‡Q‡` gi jMi AZvwKZvq aivawi Kwiqv Zv‡i N‡i wbjvMv 
\g then my pal with them insisted him to home take 
\f Then my friends said that they must take him home. 
 
\n 10 
\p mit kita nah bulija umdilua kaon 
\b wg‡Z wKZv bv‡n eywjqv NygwRjyMv Kvib 
\g I some not said go to sleep because 
 

\p morta oupka anirt kub duhailu han 
\b giZv JcKv MvwbiMr Lye `ynvwQjy Anv‡b 
\g my time body very hurting that’s why 
\f I didn’t say anything and went to bed because my body was hurting a lot. 
 
\n 11 
\p mor lor uor bapk ahija mor bapkra biar da 
\b gi jMi DMi evc‡K Avwnqv gi evcKivs wePvi †`‡QMv 
\g my pal his father came my with father complaint gave 
\f My pal’s father came and complained to my father. 
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\n 12 
\p babai ahija mo biarraa 
\b evevq Avwnqv g‡i wemviivMv 
\g father came to me look for 
\f My dad came to look for me. 
 
\n 13 
\p oupt imai matlo  umdija as 
\b J‡cZ Bgvq gvZj N‡i NygwRqv Av‡Q 
\g that time mother said in room was sleeping 
\f Then my mother said I was sleeping in the room. 
 
\n 14 
\p imai bao mor ona ahan hannapas 
\b Bgvq ev‡iv gi NUbv Avnvb nvbvcv‡Q 
\g mother but my event that did not know 
\f My mother did not know what I had done. 
 
\n 15 
\p babat ban oua mo alat las 
\b evev‡Z †eWvb ‡mŠIqv g‡i MvjvZ jv‡M‡Q 
\g father much anger to me rebuke struck 
\f Father was very angry and rebuked me. 
 
\n 16 
\p imai akori kita ta 
\b Bgvq AvsK‡iix wKZv A‡Q_vs 
\g mother asked what happened 
\f Mother asked what happened. 
 
\n 17 
\p ima babai habbia kulija baelo 
\b Bgv‡i evevB nvweŸMv Lywjqv ev‡MBj 
\g to mom father everything openly explained 
\f Father told mother everything.   
 
\n 18 
\p oupt imai mo alaali korija matlo 
\b J‡cZ BgvB g‡i MvjvMvwj Kwiqv gvZj 
\g that time mother to me yelling doing said 
 
\p ti arta krik kita kla nartei 
\b wZ AviZv wµ‡KU wKZv †Ljv bvi‡ZB 
\g you anymore cricket what play can not 
\f Then mother yelled at me and said I could not play cricket anymore. 
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\Question 5 
\Q: What did his mother say to him? 
\A: He couldn’t play cricket anymore. 

 
\n 19 
\p ou kta hanor p mi bakka kto dn nahlija klat nalua 
\b J K_v nvbi c‡i wg ev°v KZ w`b bv‡nwjqv †LjvZ bv‡MjyMv 
\g that word hearing after I almost some days not play play didn’t go 
\f After hearing that, I didn’t go to play for a number of days. 
 
\n 20 
\p p akdn ptpd daoia mbbot paa madanhan arta bad 
\b c‡i AvKw`b c_M‡` hvIwiMv m¤¢eZ AcvMv gv`vbnvb PviZv ev‡R 
\g later one 

day 
at path was going probably that 

time 
afternoon four o’clock 

\f Later, one day, I was walking on a road around 4 o’clock in the afternoon. 
 
\n 21 
\p mor uddohan ilta mat ija klani 
\b gi D‡Ïk¨nvb ABjZv gvVMZ wMqv ‡Ljvbx 
\g my goal was field go to play 
\f My goal was to go to the field to play. 
 
\n 22 
\p kada ko pihonkr putok mrinal ahija matra 
\b Lvs`v K‡i wcnbKi cyZK g„bv‡j Avwnqv gv‡ZiMv 
\g suddenly having done uncle’s son Mrinal came said 
\f Suddenly, my uncle’s son Mrinal came saying…. 
 
\Question 6 

\Q: Whose son came? 
\A: Uncle’s son. 

 
\n 23 
\p mo mor bapk baar bulija 
\b g‡i gi evc‡K wemvivi eywjqv 
\g for me my father look for said 
\f My father told me to look for you. 
 
\n 24 
\p mi tar ktahan hunja  al-ja ahlu 
\b wg Zvi K_vnvb ûwbqv N‡i AvswQj-Aqv Avwnjy 
\g I his words hearing to home return came 
\f Hearing what he said, I returned home. 
 
\n 25 
\p  ahilu-r babai matr ima nuaa as 
\b N‡i Avwnjy Ai evevq gv‡Zi Bgv byqviv Av‡m 
\g to home when came father said mother was sick 
\f When I came home, father said mother is sick. 
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\Question 7 
\Q: Who was sick? 
\A: Mother. 

 
\n 26 
\p tor imarr  aktar a dana laktoi 
\b Zi Bgv‡ii Wv³vi Mivs hvbv jvKZB 
\g your mother doctor to go need 
\f Your mother needs to go to the doctor. 
 
\n 27 
\p oupka prjo morta imar l dka na 
\b J cKv †cÖqv giZv Bgvi j‡M †`Lv bv‡Q 
\g that time until my mother with see not 
\f I still hadn’t seen my mother yet. 
 
\n 28 
\p ima najai mi mrinal matlu aihan ana 
\b Bgv‡i bv‡Pqvq wg g„bvj‡i gvZjy Mvwonvb AvbMv 
\g mom not seeing I to Mrinal said one car bring 
\f Not seeing her, I told Mrinal to bring a car. 
 
\n 29 
\p bao babar akorlu upa kita kisad ja ata 
\b ev‡iv evevi AvsKijy i“cv wKZv wKmv‡` Aqv Av‡QZv 
\g and to father ask money what amount had 
\f And I asked father how much money he had. 
 
\n 30 
\p babai matlo morat tmon rupa nei 
\b evevq gvZj givs‡Z †Zgb i“cv †bB 
\g father said on me that much money not have 
 

\p jakija ahar ua a 
\b qvswLqvs Avnvi Pyqv Av‡Q 
\g 50  having almost have 
\f Father said he didn’t have much money, at most around 50 Taka. 
 
\Question 8 

\Q: How much money did Father have? 
\A: 50 Taka. 

 
\n 31 
\p pka mi baba matlu daa ti unil da 
\b AcKv wg evev‡i gvZjy hvMv wZ mybxj `v‡i 
\g that time I to father said go you Sunil to brother 
 

\p mi matlu bulja upa kani anija ha 
\b wg gvZjy eywjqv i“cv Lvwb Avwbqv A‡nMv 
\g I said saying money some bring come 
\f I told father to go to brother Sunil and tell him to bring some money. 
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\n 32 
\p mrinal mij bao babai ima tulija ai hanat kakorla 
\b g„bv‡j wg‡q ev‡iv evevq Bgv‡i Zzwjqv Mvwo nvbvZ  KvKijvs 
\g Mrinal I and father mom lift to a car took up 
 

\p amartao dana laktoi sil 
\b AvgviZvI hvbv jvKZB wm‡j‡U 
\g we also go start to Sylhet 
\f Mrinal, father, and I lifted mother into the car; we started for Sylhet. 
 
\n 33 
\p ami ati duia d ja fila 
\b Avwg ivwZ `yBUv M‡` wMqv dIqjsMv 
\g we night 2 o’clock went reached 
\f We got there at night, at 2 a.m. 
 
\n 34 
\p ati nijam dloil hant hort manu kita nei 
\b ivwZ wbqvg w`jBj nvb‡Z kniMZ gvby wKZv †bB 
\g night much late because at city people much was not 
\f Because it was so late, there weren’t many people in the city. 
 
\Question 9 

\Q: Why weren’t there many people in the city? 
\A: It was late. 

 
\n 35 
\p hadi hadt ao duo par 
\b nvw` nvw`Z AvM `yMv †cqvi 
\g Once in a while one two found 
\f We would see one or two people now and then. 
 
\n 36 
\p ami bao aktaror ikanao kita hannapasi 
\b Avwg ev‡iv Wv³viMi wVKvbvM wKZv nvbbvcvwQ 
\g we but doctor’s address even did not know 
\f But we didn’t even know the doctor’s address. 
 
\n 37 
\p nijam baa bsiri p horor okidar ao pja akorl 
\b wbqvg wemviv wewmwi c‡i kniMi PwK`vi AvM‡i †cqv AvsKijs 
\g much searching after city’s guard one person found asked 
\f After a lot of searching, we found and asked a guard in the city. 
 
\n 38 
\p ou okidar ama aktaror ikanao dilo 
\b J PwK`vi Avgv‡i  Wv³viMi  wVKvbvM w`j 
\g that guard to us doctor’s address gave 
\f That guard gave us the doctor’s home address. 
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\n 39 
\p ou kana mt ami ja jaratat 
\b J wVKvbv g‡Z Avwg wMqv †PqviMv_vs‡Z 
\g that address according to we went saw 
 

\p aktaror ro ilaror d dla pa tala blo 
\b Wv³viMi NiM wUjviMi M‡R `jv cvuP Zvjv wewìsM 
\g doctor’s house small hill on white five story building 
\f We went to that address and saw the doctor’s house, a white, five-story building. 
 
\Question 10 

\Q: What color was the doctor’s building? 
\A: White. 

 
 

H.3.2. Questions and answers for the story 
 

The following questions were recorded by a 20-year old female native resident of 
Gulerhaor. They were transcribed and translated into Bangla by Rabi Singha, and then translated 
into English by Seung Kim. 
 
Question 1: 
\p nkka kompaka tanu maot kltaata 
\b wb°v KgMvKv Zvby gvVMZ †LjZvivZv 
\g everyday what time they at field played 
\f Everyday, when did they play in the field? 
Answer 1: 
\p madan 
\b gv`v‡b 
\g in afternoon 
\f In the afternoon. 
 
Question 2: 
\p ta nkka na hll kita orta 
\b Zv wb°v bv ‡nj‡j wKZv Ai_vs 
\g that everyday not play what happened 
\f What happened if he didn’t play everyday? 
Answer 2: 
\p um nahr 
\b Nyg bv†ni 
\g sleep could not 
\f He couldn’t sleep at night. 
 
Question 3: 
\p tar bjo oupaka koti aslta 
\b Zvi eqm JMvKv KwZ AvwQjZv 
\g his age that time how much had 
\f How old was he at the time? 
Answer 3: 
\p bao 
\b ev‡iv 
\g twelve 
\f Twelve. 
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Question 4: 
\p kiol tar loruo bideilta 
\b wKMj Zvi jMiDM‡i we‡`BjZv 
\g with what his to friend hit 
\f What did he use to hit his friend? 
Answer 4: 
\p tmpakon 
\b †ZgúvKMb 
\g stone 
\f A stone. 
 
Question 5: 
\p imai ta kita matslta 
\b BgvB Zv‡I wKZv gv‡ZwQjZv 
\g mother to him what said 
\f What did his mother say to him? 
Answer 5: 
\p kla nartei 
\b †Ljv bvi‡ZB 
\g play cannot 
\f He can’t play cricket anymore. 
 
Question 6: 
\p kuor putok ahja matloata 
\b KzsMi cyZ‡K Avwnqv gvZjMvZv 
\g whose son came said 
\f Whose son came and said (that)? 
Answer 6: 
\p pihonkor putok 
\b wcnbKi cyZK 
\g uncle’s son 
\f Uncle’s son. 
 
Question 7: 
\p kuo nuaa aslta 
\b KzsM b~qviv AvwQjZv 
\g whose sickness had 
\f Who was sick? 
Answer 7: 
\p ima 
\b Bgv 
\g mother 
\f Mother. 
 
Question 8: 
\p babaa koti upa aslta 
\b evevivs KwZ i“cv AvwQjZv 
\g father’s how much money had 
\f How much money did father have? 
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Answer 8: 
\p jakija 
\b qvswLqvs 
\g fifty 
\f Fifty. 
 
Question 9: 
\p kija ho manu nijam neislata 
\b wKqv kn‡i gvby wbqvg †bqwQjvZv 
\g why at city people many was not 
\f Why weren’t there many people in the city? 
Answer 9: 
\p dlja 
\b w`jBqv  
\g was late 
\f It was late. 
 
Question 10: 
\p aktaror bldor rhan kihan aslta 
\b Wv³viMi wewìsMi isnvb wKnvb AvwQjZv 
\g doctor’s building’s color what had 
\f What color was the doctor’s building? 
Answer 10: 
\p dla 
\b `jv 
\g white 
\f White. 
 
 

 
H.4. Bishnupriya Madoi Gang hometown test (HTT) 
 

Below is the text of the story developed as the Madoi Gang HTT. It was recorded at 
Shivbazar, near Madhapur, on 25 March, 2003, from a 23-year old male who had lived there his 
entire life. The story was later transcribed by Suman Singha, who also gave the Bangla gloss for 
each Bishnupriya word or phrase. The English gloss was then translated from that Bangla gloss 
by Seung Kim. 

 
H.4.1 Text of the story 

 
\n 1 
\p mor nipa ahan ailta kukurou ao palani 
\b †gvi wbOcv Avnvb AvwmjZv KzKzi‡kŠ Av‡Mv cvjvwb 
\g my hobby one was puppies one raise 
\f My hobby was to raise puppies. 
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\Question 1 
\Q: What was his hobby? 
\A: Raising puppies. 

 
\n 2 
\p a aihan bja mi kukurou ao peilu 
\b MvO Pvwinvb  wemwiqv wg KzKzi†kŠ Av‡Mv  ‡cBjy 
\g village four searched I puppy one got 
\f I looked in four villages and found a puppy. 

 
\Question 2 

\Q: How many villages did he search? 
\A: Four. 

 
\n 3 

 
 
 
 
 

 
\n 4 
\p  anlu ao mor dada bao kli bnok dbor haouila 
\b M‡i Avbjy Av‡iv †gvi `v`v ev‡iv ywj ebK Rei nv‡iŠBjv 
\g to 

home 
brought after my older 

brother 
and little sister very happy were 

\f When I brought it home, my older brother and younger sister were very happy. 
 
\n 5 

 
 
 
 

 
\n 6 
\p amar beibuni habj bana pja u u korja 
\b Avgvi ‡eBeywb nvwe‡q evbv †cqv Pz Pz Kwiqv 
\g our siblings all pet kiss 

 

\p dahoa hat ta dbor haoija ldo laat 
\b avnivO AnvZ Zv Rei nvŠiqv †jR‡Mv jvivZ 
\g call time he very happily tail wag 
\f When all we siblings would pet, kiss, and call it, it was happy and wagged its tail. 

 
\n 7 
\p pila mi kukurou  dla ni kawailu 
\b cqjv wg KzKzi‡kŠ AM‡I ajv wPwb LvIqvBjy 
\g At first I puppy to him white sugar fed 
\f At first, I gave the puppy white sugar to eat. 

 

\p dor aior rhan kala bao dahanir rhan dola 
\b †hMi MvwiMi isnvb Kvjv ev‡iv Rvsnvwbi isnvb ajv 
\g its body’s color black and paw’s color white 
\f The color of the body was black, and its paws were white. 

\p imai dhja kukurta r pahaa ditaa bulja adili 
\b BgvB  ‡`wnqv  KzKziZv  Ni  cvnvov  w`Zviv  eywjqv  ivwRwj 
\g mother seeing dogs home guard give saying agreed 
\f Seeing it, mother agreed to keep him saying that dogs can guard houses. 
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\Question 3 
\Q: What did he feed the puppy at first? 
\A: White sugar or sugar. 

 
\n 8 
\p mta amar beibunie tar na ahn tna lpkorla 
\b GgZv Avgvi †eBeywb‡q Zvi bvO Av‡nb _bv †jcKijvs 
\g One time we siblings his name one make decided 
\f My siblings decided that it needed a name. 

 
\n 9 
\p mor dadai mtr nahan bolu toik kuli bnk mati mnu toik 
\b †gvi `v`vq g‡Zi bvOnvb eëz  _BK Lywj eb‡K gvwZwi wg›Uz _BK 
\g my older 

brother 
said name Boltu will 

be 
little sister said Mintu will 

be 
 

\p mi matui pnu toik 
\b wg gvZzwi wc›Uy _BK 
\g I said Pintu will be 
\f My brother said it should be called Boltu, my little sister said Mintu, and I said Pintu. 

 
\n 10 
\p natona nja kuli ahan loborlaa 
\b bvO_bv wbqv Kzwj Avnvb jMeijvOMv 
\g name-making with argument one started 
\f There was an argument because of making a name. 

 
\Question 4 

\Q: About what did they argue? 
\A: Coming up with a name. 

 
\n 11 
\p han dhja imai matlo r nahan pnu toik 
\b Anvb †`wnqv BgvB gvZj GMi bvOnvb wc›Uz _BK 
\g that seeing Mother said its name Pintu will be 
\f Seeing this, mother said that its name would be Pintu. 

 
\n 12 
\p amio han korla 
\b AvwgI Anvb AKijvO 
\g we also that accepted 
\f We accepted this, too. 

 
\n 13 
\p ndahar hat baba  ahl 
\b †m›`vnvi AnvZ evev M‡I Avwnj 
\g evening time Father to home came 
\f Father came home in the evening. 
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\Question 5 
\Q: When did Father come home? 
\A: In the evening. 
 

\n 14 
\p baba dbo kukur mkur dh nhar 
\b evev Re‡i KzKzi †gKzi †`‡n bnv‡ii 
\g Father strongly dog cat see unable 
\f Father couldn’t stand cats and dogs. 

 
\n 15 
\p babai matr a dbo mila ja taitaa tah 
\b evevB gv‡Zi GUv Re‡i gqjv Bqv _vqZviv Zv‡n 
\g Father said it very dirty as lives 
\f Father said that they are very dirty. 

 
\n 16 
\p imai baba budane babao pnur tona ikorlo 
\b BgvB evev‡i eySvwb‡q evevI wc›Uz‡i _bv BKi‡jv 
\g Mother to Father explaining Father Pintu keep agreed 
\f After mother explained to father, he agreed to keep Pintu. 

 
\n 17 
\p pilakar ati tnhan pnur dbo hn korlo 
\b cqjvKvi ivwZ wZbnvb wc›Uz‡i  Re‡i wnb Ki‡jv 
\g First night three Pintu very trouble made 
\f The first three nights, Pintu was a lot of trouble. 

 
\Question 6 

\Q: At first, how many nights did Pintu cause trouble? 
\A: Three. 

 
\n 18 
\p hudda ku-u-u-u koja ruhr parona umar 
\b ûÏv Kzz-D-D-D Kwiqv i“‡ni cvibv Nygvi 
\g Only howling calling could not sleep 
\f He would only howl, so we could not sleep. 

 
\n 19 
\p it it ta amar or manuo paa lo 
\b B‡Z B‡Z Zv  Avgvi Mii gvby‡Mv cviv  Bj 
\g Little by little he our house’s person like became 
\f Over time, he became like a member of our family. 

 
\n 20 
\p ta ma kana dbor pondo kr 
\b Zv gvQ Lvbv Rei cQ›` K‡ii 
\g he fish eat very liked 
\f He really liked to eat fish. 
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\n 21 
\p kada baar manur mkuro dkl laan ar 
\b Kv`v evivi gvbyi †gKzi‡I †`L‡j jvMv‡b Pvi 
\g nearby people’s cat seeing fight like 
\f He would fight with the neighbors’ cats. 

 
\n 22 
\p kr kamota dhja amrata dbor haou lar 
\b K‡ii KvgZv †`wnqv AvgivZv Rei nv‡iŠ jv‡Mi 
\g doing action seeing we very fun feel 
\f We would all have fun watching his actions. 

 
\n 23 
\p dmon madan lbuktto our buko 
\b †hgb gv`v‡b jeyKZ¡ ‡Mvi“i fmyK‡Mv 
\g For example in afternoon from field cow’s stake 

 

\p kamaja iulja oua anr 
\b Kvgvwoqv Bmywjqv †Mvi“mv‡O Av‡bi 
\g biting pulling cowshed bring 
\f For example, in the afternoon, he would take the cow’s stake in his mouth and 

pull and lead it back to the cowshed from the field. 
 

\n 24 
\p ou ouor l dapda dapdi klar 
\b †Mvi“ ‡kŠ‡Mvi j‡M `vc`v `vcw` †Ljvi 
\g calves with run around play 
\f He would run around with the calves. 

 
\Question 7 

\Q: With what did he run around and play? 
\A: Calves. 

 
\n 25 
\p ati eu eu koja or pahaa dr 
\b ivwZ †ND †ND Kwiqv Pi cvnvov †`i 
\g at night barking thief guard give 
\f He would bark at night to guard us from thieves. 
 
\n 26 
\p akdn endahar mi mi  ahlu 
\b AvKw`b †m›`vnvi mgq wg M‡i Avwnjy 
\g One day evening time I to home came 
\f One day, I came home at evening time. 
 
\n 27 
\p  hma bult konhandt ahja pnur mor da kamalo 
\b M‡i ngvO eyj‡Z †Kvbnv‡›`Z Avwnqv wc›Uz‡i †gvi Rv‡O Kvgvo‡jv 
\g house enter do from somewhere came Pintu my leg bit 
\f When I was entering the house, Pintu came out of nowhere and bit my leg. 
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\Question 8 
\Q: Where did Pintu bite? 
\A: In the leg. 

 
\n 28 
\p han dkja mi bao mor or manu habi asanok ila 
\b Gnvb †`wLqv wg ev‡iv †gvi  Mii gvby nvwe AvmvbK Bjvs 
\g this seeing I and my house’s people all shocked became 
\f I and my family were all shocked at this. 
 
\n 29 
\p kada barar manu matlu pnu kukur ot paala ja porisa 
\b Kv`v evivi gvby†q gvZjy wc›Uy KyKzi A‡Mv‡Z cvMvjv Bqv cwi‡QMv 
\g nearby people said Pintu dog that crazy became 
\f All our neighbors said that Pintu had gone mad. 
 
\n 30 
\p han hunja baba laion pnue rtto talkorlo 
\b Anvb ûwbqv evev jvwV‡Mvb wc›Uz‡i M‡iZ¡ ZvjKi‡jv 
\g that hearing Father with stick Pintu from house chased away 
\f Hearing this, father used a stick to chase Pintu away from our house. 
 
\Question 9 

\Q: What did Father use to chase Pintu away? 
\A: A stick. 

 
\n 31 
\p duidn p hunla kadahar aor manu pnu 
\b `yBw`b c‡i ûbjvs Kv`vnvi MvOi gvby‡q wc›Uz‡i 
\g 2 day later heard nearby village’s man Pintu 

 

\p tirdonuk kappoja maiblai 
\b wZiabyK Kvàwiqv gvwi‡ejvwQ 
\g arrow shooting killed 
\f Two days later, I heard that a man from a nearby village 

killed Pintu by shooting it with an arrow.  
 
\Question 10 

\Q: How was Pintu killed? 
\A: Shot by an arrow. 

 
 
H.4.2. Questions and answers for the story 

 
The following questions were recorded by a 28-year-old female native resident of 

Shivbazar. They were transcribed and translated into Bangla by Suman Singha. 
 

Question 1: 
\p tar npahan kihan alto 
\b Zvi wbOcvnvb wKnvb AvwmjZ 
\g his hobby what was 
\f What was his hobby? 
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Answer 1: 
\p kukurou palani 
\b KzKzi‡kŠ cvjvwb 
\g puppy raise 
\f Raising puppies. 
 

Question 2: 
\p a kihan bisarlota 
\b MvO Kqnvb wemvijZv 
\g village how many searched 
\f In how many villages did he search? 
Answer 2: 
\p aihan 
\b Pvwinvb 
\g four 
\f Four. 
 

Question 3: 
\p pilaka ta kita kaola 
\b cqjvKv Zv‡i wKZv LvIBjv 
\g first to him what fed 
\f At first, what did they feed him? 
Answer 3: 
\p dla ni 
\b ajv wPwb 
\g white sugar 
\f White sugar. 
 

Question 4: 
\p beibunir mott kida kuli lalata 
\b †eqeywbi g‡a¨ wKw`qv Kzwj jvMjvZv 
\g siblings among with what argument started 
\f About what did they argue? 
Answer 4: 
\p na tonarka 
\b bvO _bviKv  
\g name making 
\f Coming up with a name. 
 

Question 5: 
\p kompaa bapok  ahl 
\b †Kv¤úvMv evcK N‡i Avwnj 
\g when Father home came 
\f When did father come home? 
Answer 5: 
\p ndahar 
\b †m›`vnvi 
\g evening 
\f Evening. 
 
Question 6: 
\p pilaka ati kihan ta hnkorlo 
\b cqjvKv ivwZ Kqnvb  Zv  wnbKi‡jv  
\g first night how many he gave trouble 
\f At first how many nights did he cause trouble? 
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Answer 6: 
\p tnhan 
\b wZbnvb 
\g three 
\f Three. 
 
Question 7: 
\p ta kar l dapda dapdi klar 
\b Zv Kvi j‡M `vc`v `vcw` †Ljvi 
\g he who with running played 
\f With what did he run around and play? 
Answer 7: 
\p oruouor l 
\b †Mvi“‡kŠ‡Mvi j‡M 
\g calf with 
\f Calves. 
 
Question 8: 
\p pnu koa kamalo 
\b wc›Uy †KvivO Kvgov‡jv 
\g pintu where bit 
\f Where did Pintu bite? 
Answer 8: 
\p da 
\b Rv‡O 
\g at leg 
\f The leg. 
 
Question 9: 
\p bapk kiono pinu talkorlo 
\b evc‡K wKM‡bv wc›Uz‡i ZvjKi‡jv 
\g father with what to Pintu chased away 
\f What did Father use to chase Pintu away? 
Answer 9: 
\p laion 
\b jvwV‡Mvb 
\g stick 
\f A stick. 
 
Question 10: 
\p kia pnu molta 
\b wKmv‡i wc›Uy gwijZv 
\g how Pintu killed 
\f How was Pintu killed? 
Answer 10: 
\p trdonuk kappoja 
\b wZiabyK Kvàwiqv 
\g arrow shot 
\f Shot by an arrow. 
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I. RTT SCORES 
 

I.1. Scoring and answer notes 
 

The following tables display the answers given by HTT subjects. They are displayed 
according to subject location and text location. The following abbreviations and scoring codes 
are used in the tables in section I.2: 
 

 Subj. No. = Subject identification number. 
 A1 – A10 = Answer given to questions 1-10 about the content of the text. Questions 
and correct answers vary among tests. Actual questions and accepted answers are given 
within the texts shown in appendices H.3.1 through H.4.2. 

 Score = Total score for the given subject, based on 10 points per question. 
 

The tables in section I.3 display post-HTT questionnaire responses. The questionnaire is 
given in appendix C.2. The following abbreviations are used in the questionnaire response tables: 

 

 N = no    Y = yes 
 

I.2. Answers and scores 
 

I.2.1. Rajar Gang HTT validation test 

Subj.
No. A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 Score 

1 
in 

afternoon 

couldn’t 
sleep at 

night 
twelve stone can’t play 

uncle’s 
son mother fifty 

it was late 
at night white 100% 

2 in 
afternoon 

couldn’t 
sleep 

twelve stone can’t play uncle’s 
son 

mother fifty it was late 
at night 

white 100% 

3 
in 

afternoon 

couldn’t 
sleep at 

night 
twelve stone can’t play 

uncle’s 
son mother fifty it was late white 100% 

4 in 
afternoon 

couldn’t 
sleep 

twelve stone can’t play uncle’s 
son 

mother fifty it was late white 100% 

5 in 
afternoon 

couldn’t 
sleep 

twelve stone can’t play uncle’s 
son 

mother fifty it was late white 100% 

6 in 
afternoon 

couldn’t 
sleep 

twelve stone can’t play uncle’s 
son 

mother fifty it was late white 100% 

7 in 
afternoon 

couldn’t 
sleep 

twelve stone can’t play uncle’s 
son 

mother fifty it was late white 100% 

8 in 
afternoon 

couldn’t 
sleep 

twelve stone can’t play uncle’s 
son 

mother fifty it was late white 100% 

9 in 
afternoon 

couldn’t 
sleep 

twelve stone can’t play uncle’s mother fifty it was late white 100% 

10 in 
afternoon 

couldn’t 
sleep 

twelve stone can’t play uncle’s 
son 

mother fifty it was late white 100% 

      Average score = 100; Sample size = 10 
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I.2.2. Madoi Gang HTT validation test 

 
Subj.
No. A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 Score 

1 
raising 

puppies 
four 

villages 
white 
sugar 

making a 
name evening 

three 
nights calf leg stick arrow 100% 

2 raising 
puppies 

four white 
sugar 

making a 
name 

evening three with calf leg stick arrow 100% 

3 raising 
puppies 

four 
villages 

white 
sugar 

making a 
name 

evening three 
nights 

with calf leg stick arrow 100% 

4 raising 
puppies 

four 
villages 

white 
sugar 

making a 
name 

evening three 
nights 

calf leg stick  arrow 100% 

5 raising 
puppies 

four 
villages 

white 
sugar 

making a 
name 

evening 
time 

three with calf leg stick shot by 
arrow 

100% 

6 raising 
puppies 

four 
villages 

white 
sugar 

making a 
name 

evening 
time 

three calf leg stick arrow 100% 

7 raising 
puppies 

four 
villages 

white 
sugar 

making a 
name 

evening three with calf leg stick shot by 
arrow 

100% 

8 raising 
puppies 

four 
villages 

white 
sugar 

making a 
name 

evening three calf leg stick shot by 
arrow 

100% 

9 raising 
puppies 

four 
villages 

white 
sugar 

making a 
name 

evening three calf leg stick shot by 
arrow 

100% 

10 raising 
puppies 

four 
villages 

white 
sugar 

making a 
name 

evening three calf leg stick shot by 
arrow 

100% 

      Average score = 100; Sample size = 10 
 

I.3. Post-HTT responses 
 
I.3.1. Rajar Gang HTT validation subjects 

 

Subj. 
No. 

Where 
from? 

Speech 
good? 

Like your 
village? Mixed? 

1 Gulerhaor Y Y N 

2 Gulerhaor Y Y N 

3 Gulerhaor Y Y N 

4 Gulerhaor Y Y N 

5 Gulerhaor Y Y Y, Bangla 

6 Gulerhaor Y Y N 

7 Gulerhaor Y Y N 

8 Gulerhaor Y Y Y, Bangla 

9 Gulerhaor Y Y N 

10 Gulerhaor Y Y Y, Bangla 
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I.3.2. Madoi Gang HTT validation subjects 

 

Subj. 
No. 

Where 
from? 

Speech 
good? 

Like your 
village? Mixed? 

1 Madhapur Y Y Y, Bangla 

2 Madhapur Y Y Y, Rajar 
Gang 

3 Madhapur Y Y N 

4 Madhapur Y Y N 

5 Madhapur Y Y Y, Bangla 

6 Madhapur Y Y N 

7 Madhapur Y Y N 

8 Madhapur Y Y N 

9 Madhapur Y Y didn’t notice 

10 Madhapur Y Y N 
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